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From the Editor...
How is it December already? I feel like I’ve only
just got into the swing of writing 2017 on those
pointless registers you have to fill in every time
you visit anyone and suddenly it’s about to be
2018. But since the new year is just around the
corner, we’re hoping you’ll find some inspiration
for new beer goals in this issue, whether it’s
visiting a new South African brewery (page 51), learning to reuse your yeast (page
46), attempting to make a gold medal-winning brew (page 40) or visiting some
bucket list beer destinations around the world (page 30).
I have to say that 2017 has been a pretty interesting year for beer in South Africa.
Sure, a few breweries have closed and a couple were bought out by Heineken, but
others have opened, including some sizable setups like East Coast and Noon Gun.
And of course there was the massive expansion of Devil’s Peak. Most importantly
though, quality and innovation have continued to thrive, with brewers embracing
the (intentionally) sour, the hoppy and the hazy.
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Brewers in the Cape will really have to start getting innovative in 2018 though, if
the drought situation doesn’t improve. We asked a range of brewers what they’re
doing to survive as water restrictions become ever tighter (page 48). Luckily, none
of them mentioned using sewage water, something that US-based Stone Brewery
did earlier this year (yes, the water had been treated). But if the taps do run dry by
March, as is currently predicted, you could be drinking a Waste Water Weiss this
time next year…
Speaking of next year, just what will 2018 bring? Well, rather than looking into our
own crystal ball, we turned the question over to the beer community to see what
they think. Read their hopes, goals and predictions on page 37, and be sure to share
yours with us on Facebook and Twitter.
All that remains for me to do is to wish you a great end to 2017 and a magnificent
(if perhaps hungover) start to 2018.
Cheers

Lucy

@ontapmagza

@ontapmagza

@ontapmagza
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Contributors in this issue
Sophie Baker
Sophie is a Johannesburg-based freelance
writer whose life revolves around four things:
food, horses, writing and travel. She’s lived
in four countries, visited many more, and is
notorious for her continual love affair with
carbs, particularly sushi and burgers.

Thandi Guilherme
Thandi is on a mission to taste every beer in
the world. She’s documenting this thirsty
work on her site, CraftGeek. She runs some
corporate events & brewery tours too. Thandi
is a novice brewer and will definitely own a
pub one day. Find her at craftgeek.co.za.

Phil Crowson
Never happier than when he has a beer
in his hand, Phil has been brewing at the
Brewers Co-op for 18 months. This is one
of his beer-related interests in and around
Cape Town which include Beerworks Mobile
Bar and Craft Brew Tours. Find him at www.
craftbrewtours.co.za

Murray Slater
A foot soldier in the Great Beer Revolution.
Beer Whisperer at Beerhouse, a Bachelor
of Journalism ( BJourn, Rhodes), qualified
beer judge (BJCP), magazine columnist and
contributor (FHM, Imbibe UK), restaurant and
bar owner ( Powderkeg Diplomacy, London).

Marcel Harper
Marcel is a beer geek who’s been brewing
for more than a decade and still gets things
wrong all the time. He teaches brewing,
writes, and spends more money on beer than
is wise. Reach him at: harper@unfiltrd.net.
Find him at: Beginnerbrewer.com. You can
listen to his podcast about beer and geekery:
Scum, Beer & Villainy, on iTunes

Nick Smith
Nick first fell in love with homebrewing and
craft beer during university. His burgeoning
passion for beer then led him to attend
the Master Brewers Program at UC Davis.
Since then,his 10-year career in the US craft
beer industry has included time in brewing,
distribution, and sales for Abita Brewing
Company in New Orleans and New Belgium Brewery in Fort
Collins, CO. Late last year he embarked on a new adventure and
moved to Cape Town to start Soul Barrel Brewing.

AFRICA
HOPS
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brewers directory
BREWERY

BREWER/OWNER

TOWN

EMIL

TEL.NO

WEBSITE

Eastern Cape
Brewery on the Beach

Ivan Beukes

Jeffreys Bay

info@breweryonthebeach.co.za

082 444 7690

breweryonthebeach.co.za

Brewhaha JBay

Marius Deetlefs

Jeffreys Bay

brewhahajbay@gmail.com

079 605 4898

brewhaha.co.za

Bridge Street Brewery

Grant Davies

Port Elizabeth

info@bridgestreet.co.za

041 581 0361

bridgestreet.co.za

Daxi’s Craft Brewery

Craig Mayhew

East London

craig@3i.co.za

043 736 1336

www.facebook/
daxi’scraftbrewery

Richmond Hill Brewing
Company

Niall Cook

Port Elizabeth

n.a.cookpe@gmail.com

078 396 5485

-

Brewhogs

Apiwe Nxusani Mawela,
Mike Martin

Kyalami

info@brewhogs.co.za

011 466 0746

brewhogs.co.za

Copperlake Brewing Co

Brendan Watcham

Johannesburg

info@copperlakebreweries.co.za

079 686 6635
011 036 6028

copperlakebrewing.co.za

Mad Giant

Eben Uys

Johannesburg

info@madgiant.co.za

011 492 0901

Brewery Tours,
madgiant.co.za

Soweto Gold Brewery

Ndumiso Madlala

Soweto, JHB

brewmaster@sowetogold.co.za

011 982 1093

sowetogold.co.za

Two Okes Brewery

Hennie Kloppers

Johannesburg

info@TwoOkesBrewery.co.za

011 473 0411

TwoOkesBrewery.co.za

Lions River Craft
Brewery

Ronald McClelland/
Devin McClelland

Lions River

macsas@mweb.co.za

083 775 8549
078 115 2051

lionsriverbrewery.co.za

Nottingham Road
Brewing Co

Peter Dean/Thulani
Memela/ John Morrow

Nottingham
Road

brewery@rawdons.co.za

033 266 6728

nottsbrewery.co.za

Luca Tooley

Haenertsburg

zwakalabrewery@gmail.com

073 791 6797

zwakalabrewery.co.za

Anvil Ale House

Theo de Beer

Dullstroom

debeerman@gmail.com

073 168 6603

anvilbrewery.com

Sabie Brewing Co

Shaun McCartney

Sabie

brewer@sabiebrewery.com

013 764 1005

sabiebrewery.co.za

Dewald Hattingh

Parys

mail@dogandfigbrewery.com

076 180 6521

dogandfigbrewery.com

Gauteng

KZN

Limpopo
Zwakala Brewery

Mpumulanga

North West
The Dog & Fig Brewery
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BREWERY

BREWER/OWNER

TOWN

EMIL

TEL.NO

WEBSITE

Western Cape
Birkenhead Brewery

Benson Macupe

Stanford

reservations@birkenhead.co.za

028 3410 013

walkerbayestate.com

Cederberg Brewery

Alex Nel & David
Nieuwoudt

Clanwilliam

info@cederbergbrewery.com

027 482 2827

cederbergbrewery.com

Citizen Beer

Gary Pnematicatos

Cape Town

gary@citizenbeer.co.za

072 657 9851

citizenbeer.co.za

Darling Brewery

Kevin & Philippa Wood

Darling

philippa@darlingbrew.co.za

021 286 1099

darlingbrew.co.za

Devils Peak Brewing Co JC Steyn

Cape Town

info@devilspeakbrewing.co.za

087 230 0106

devilspeakbrewing.co.za

Dissident Brewing Co

Shawn Duthie

Cape Town

shawn@dissident.beer

072 684 8508

dissident.beer

Drifter Brewing Co

Nicholas Bush

Cape Town

nick@drifterbrewing.co.za

074 174 9902

drifterbrewing.co.za

Garagista Beer Co

Steve Miller

Riebeek
Kasteel

steve@garagista.co.za

022 448 1125

garagistabeerco.co.za

Hoghouse
Brewing Co

Byron Damonze

Cape Town

beer@hhbc.co.za

021 810 4545

hhbc.co.za

Indie Ale Brewery

Bernard Kruger

Porterville

info@ibsco.co.za

076 599 5995

indieale.co.za

Kings Craft Brewing Co

Michael Redington

Cape Town

michael@kingscraftbeer.co.za

082 332 7839

kingscraftbeer.co.za

Noon Gun Brewery

Mauritz le Roux

Muizenberg

info@noongun.net

021 709 0290

noongun.net

Nieuw Brew

Tania & Melanie
Nieuwoudt

Cederberg

tania@nieuwbrew.co.za

027 482 2807

nieuwbrew.co.za

Old Potters Brewhouse

Braam Rademeyer/
Trevor Gerntholtz

Greyton

tgerntholtz@gmail.com

078 802 0006

oldpottersinn.co.za

Red Bridge Brewing Co. Darren Berry

Knysna

info@redbridgebrewing.co.za

083 671 9399

redbridgebrewing.co.za

Riot Beer

Marc Fourie

Cape Town

tastingroom@riotbeer.co.za

079 164 3798

riotbeer.co.za

Robertson Brewing Co

Kevin Robertson

George

kevin@robertsonbrewery.com

082 659 2650

robertsonbrewery.com

Route 62 Brewing
Company

John & Christine
Hughes

Montagu

info@route62brewingcompany.co.za 082 452 4835

route62brewingcompany.
co.za

Saggy Stone Brewing
Company

Adrian Robinson

Robertson

info@saggystone.co.za

083 453 3526

saggystone.co.za

Sir Thomas
Brewing Co.

Gerhard Fourie

Stellenbosch

info@sirthomasbrew.com

082 850 2917

sirthomasbrew.co.za

South Cape Breweries

Marius Schonken

Mosselbay

info@southcapebreweries.co.za

083 215 2827

southcapebreweries.co.za

The Sedgefield Craft
Brewery

Tony Hunter

Sedgefield

sedgebrew@gmail.com

082 901 4268

sedgefieldbrewery.co.za

Wild Clover Breweries

Ampie Kruger

Stellenbosch

info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za

021 300 0370

wildcloverbreweries.co.za
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BARREL AGED BEER GLASSES
& BEER TASTING KIT
Barrel Aged Beers represent the height of a brew master’s talent
and passion. The impartation of long-term wood aging on fine beer
makes for the most complex expression possible in terms of the aroma
taste and mouth feel. Barrel aged beers are truly the connoisseur’s choice!
The ultimate Beer tasting kit comprises of an IPA glass designed to showcase
the complex and alluring aromatic profiles of American IPA beers, preserve a
frothy head and enhance taste and feel. It also contains an American Wheat Beer
glass designed to enhance the delicate floral and fruit scented aromas of American
and Belgian style wheat beers. Finally, this tasting it also includes a Stout glass to
enhance your experience tasting the rich malty, coffee and chocolate flavours!

An insightful guide through all
the craft breweries of South Africa!
Beer Safari showcases South African
craft beer and visits each of the
country’s brewers in their
natural habitat.

And the
Spring winner is.....
Congratulations to Chris Roth of Pretoria who won the
Mangrove Jack’s Starter Brewery Kit in the Spring
issue of On Tap.
“I was absolutely delighted when I heard the news and
am really looking forward to getting stuck into some real
home brewing”
Many thanks to Brewcraft for sponsoring the prize.
Make sure you subscribe to On Tap to be eligible for
future competitions!

On Tap
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EVENTS CALENDAR

December
1st – 3rd: Cape Town Festival of Beer, Hamilton’s Rugby Club,
Green Point. Tickets from R100. capetownfestivalofbeer.co.za
Cape Town’s biggest beerfest is back – three days of beer, beer and
some more beer!

MULTIMA 2IN1 FILLING MACHINE

9th: Drifter Santa Brewery Crawl, Drifter Brewing Co., Woodstock. Tickets R50.
Join the annual charity brewery crawl through Woodstock. Tickets
include a Santa hat.

BOTTLING AND CANNING MACHINE

16th: Darling Summer Beer Festival, Darling Brewery, Darling.
Tickets from R80. darlingbrew.co.za

BOTTLING MODE

Half a dozen guest breweries, craft cider plus Darling beers straight
from the tank.

Simply change your
filling mode within
one hour or less!

Capper

22nd: Hermanus Craft Beer Festival, Hermanus Cricket Grounds,
Hermanus. Tickets from R85. facebook.com/hermanuscraftbeerfest
Families are welcome at this one-day event featuring craft booze,
live music and food trucks.

Filler

Rinser

<<<

February

<
PATENT PENDING DE 10 2016 002 244 A1

2nd: South African National Beer Day, venues nationwide.
Beerday.co.za

<

Mini festivals, tastings, pairings, new releases – find your local beery
celebration, and if there isn’t one – host one!

CANNING MODE
Can Seamer

17th: Helderberg Craft Beer Fest, Southey’s Vines, Somerset West.
Tickets R80. facebook.com/thestrandrotaryclub.
Organised by the local Rotary Club, all proceeds from this festival
go to charity.
Filler

23rd & 24th: Clarens Craft Beer Festival, Village Green, Clarens.
Tickets from R135. clarenscraftbeerfest.com.

<

Book well ahead for the 8 instalment of this epic small-town fest.
th

GET IN TOUCH
sales @ leibinger.eu
+49 7641 468 85-130

M O RE D
ETAILS >
>>

FOLLOW US
leibinger_fillingmachines
leibinger_gmbh

leibinger.eu
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EVENT RECAP

SAB Intervarsity
Brewing Challenge
This year marked the 10th
anniversary of SAB’s annual
Intervarsity Brewing Challenge.
Veteran participant and judge
Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela followed
the proceedings at the SAB World of
Learning.

H

aving attended and judged at this
event since 2011, it’s incredible
to witness just how much it

has grown over the years – not only in
the number of beers entered but also in
the quality of those beers. I always look
forward to both the judging and also
meeting familiar and new faces from the
different tertiary institutes. This year
did not disappoint, with 43 top-class
beers and 14 ciders to judge from the
15 participating universities (and
one chef school). The students were
asked to brew and enter beers into
four categories – winter warmer (high

alcohol beer), speciality beer (brewed using
a cereal other than malted barley), cider
and lager. The beers were then judged by
BJCP (Beer Judge Certification Program)
accredited judges together with some AB
InBev/SAB tasters to choose the top three
beers in each category.

The 2017 Winners
ST

RD

University of The Witwatersrand

Cape Peninsula University
of Technology

University of Pretoria

University of Johannesburg

North-West University –
Potchefstroom

University of Kwazulu-Natal
Pietermaritzburg

University of Pretoria

University of Kwazulu-Natal
Pietermaritzburg

University of Cape Town

Cape Peninsula
of Technology

University of Kwazulu-Natal
Pietermaritzburg

University of Cape Town

Best labels

Central University
of Technology – Free State

University of The Free State

University of The Free State

Best presentation

University of The Free State

Best spirit award

University of The Free State

Lager
Winter warmer
Speciality beer
(Alternative cereal)
Cider

Overall winner

University of The Witwatersrand
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One!

IN SA

ALL-IN-ONE BREWING SYSTEM

YOUR NEXT BREW IS OUR PASSION SO VISIT ONE OF OUR STORES FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE!!

info@brewcraft.co.za

brewcraft.co.za

011-397-7679
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Label design is also an important part of the
competition

Participants sample each other’s beers

The Wits team celebrates their overall win

As a former Witsie myself, I was thrilled to
learn that the “Ben Lamaletie-IBD Floating
Trophy” – the overall prize – had found
its home within the Wits team for the first
time since the inception of the competition.
The trophy is named for ex-SAB Senior
Trade Brewer Ben Lamaletie, who founded
the competition a decade ago. This year,
Wits’ Big Petr Pils wowed the judges
and was the highest scoring beer in the
competition with 40 points.
The Wits team was not only celebrating
their current win, but this year marked
the 10th anniversary since the university
debuted their 100L microbrewery. The
brewery, situated within the School of
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,
was opened in December 2007. The team’s
first brew went to achieve the position of
Runner Up in the “Ale Beer Class” at the
inaugural SAB Intervarsity Beer Brewing
Challenge. It might have taken the team a
while to finally win the top award but it has
been an exciting 10-year journey for them
– and their predecessors. The team credits
their win to all the previous teams and to
the support received within the university.
12 I On Tap I Summer I 2017

Through the years, many of the universities
have integrated the microbreweries to
form part of their academic syllabi, so the
systems are no longer used solely to perfect
the brews for the competition. Students
generally join the intervarsity teams as
undergraduates but many of the teams had
members that had remained on the team
through their honours, Master’s or even
PhD studies. This continuity clearly had a
positive impact on the quality of the beers
presented.

Some of the students within this program
are currently completing their postgrad
studies in brewing related topics and some
have gone and found jobs within the
brewing sector. It would really be a tragedy
if this was the last year AB InBev sponsors
the event. This, amongst other projects SAB
runs, has gone a long way in promoting
beer culture and nurturing future brewers
and it would be a great loss for the industry
as a whole if AB InBev didn’t continue with
this investment.
On Tap

The beers were judged against the BJCP guidelines by accredited judges
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AGAINST THE GRAIN

Local beer
guru launches
gin brand

“There are two things that I believe can make the world a
better place,” says Rob Heyns, founder of League of Beers
and the brains behind Sugarbird Gin. But surprisingly the two
things in question are neither malt-based nor contain juniper
berries. “Entrepreneurship and education,” he continues,
“but education never quite bit me in the same way that
entrepreneurship has.”

R

ob’s huge
passion
for
entrepreneurship is
something he wants to
share as the newlylaunched Sugarbird
brand grows. For every
1000 bottles of the
gin sold, the Sugarbird
team will identify a
budding entrepreneur
and pay for them to
attend a Koi Strategy
course to help them
further their business
goals.
It was actually one of
Rob’s beer business
goals that led him into
the craft gin scene. “I
had been wanting to
take South African craft
beer to the rest of the
world since the inception
of League of Beers back in
2012,” he explains, “but
there were two problems:
first, a lack of logistics and
second, there was really
nothing to differentiate our
beers because brewers were
Rob and his
wife Bianca at
the launch of
Sugarbird Gin
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largely just emulating international styles
with great, but imported ingredients.”
Enter the gin craze, which saw local
distillers using some truly South African
ingredients to set their brands apart on
an international stage. Fynbos gins have
become incredibly popular locally and Rob
believes many South African gins are often
superior to their counterparts around the
world. Exporting will be a major part of
the Sugarbird business plan, but Rob isn’t
planning to only send his own product
abroad. “Oh I’m definitely going to export
other gins as well,” he says.
Sugarbird launched to some fanfare in
September, when the crowdfunding
campaign quickly became one of the
biggest in Thundafund’s history. At the
time of writing, the campaign had raised
more than R1 million, far exceeding the
original target. Perhaps what people really
love is Rob’s attitude to business. “The main
thing in business is to have fun,” grins Rob,
who always seems to be enjoying himself.
He wants to keep the gin accessible, both
flavour-wise and price-wise. “Let’s just make
something that everyone likes and can
enjoy,” he says.
So has he abandoned the beer world?
Far from it, he insists, sipping on a New
England IPA as we chat. In fact, one of
the things he loves most about gin is that
it shares many flavour notes in common
with his beloved IPAs. “When I first
started tasting gin seriously, I picked
up pine, citrus and rose geranium and I
thought ‘motherf***er – I’m familiar with
these! These are IPA flavours!” And it’s
descriptions like that that make you see that
Rob will quickly bright up the gin industry
with his signature brand of optimistic
goofery.

How to taste gin:
the Rob Heyns Guide

•

Grab your bottle of gin – at room
temperature – and four tumblers.

•

First pour neat gin – if its good stuff, it’s
worth a sip or two undiluted. Gently
inhale, looking for those characteristic
aromas of pine, citrus and rose
geranium. Don’t stick your
nose right in the glass as you’ll

•
•

In the second glass, pour a splash of gin
over a single block of ice and repeat the
sniffing and sipping.
In glass three, pour a measure of gin
and add a small splash of mineral water
– this will take away some of the harsh
booziness without washing out the
botanicals. The addition of a tiny dash

ClemenGold Clifton Sunset
Released earlier this year, ClemenGold gin focuses on the beverage’s
citrus notes, with Clemengold peels starring alongside ground almond,
cinnamon, honey, angelica, orris root, coriander and of course, juniper. If
you’re looking for something a little more exotic than the usual G&T this
summer, try out this simple cocktail, filled with festive flavours.

Ingredients

Method

40ml ClemenGold Gin

Shake all the ingredients together until
well combined. Strain and pour into a
martini glass. Garnish with a slice of fresh
Clemengold.

2 tsp orange marmalade
25ml fresh lemon juice
5ml cinnamon syrup

ClemenGold Gin retails at R350 – order directly
from their website: citrusgin.co.za

Vanilla paste to taste

Khayelitsha-based Gin company
launches
Mayine is the first gin to launch in Khayelitsha,
Cape Town. The brainchild of Luvuyo Jongile,
Mayine means “let it rain” and is named after
Luvuyo’s son. Luvuyo and his wife Nodumo spent
months working on the recipe, which is distilled
under contract at Woodstock Gin Company. Two
variants are currently available: a grape-based gin
Luvuyo Jongile showcases his gin duo
flavoured with buchu and an amber-tinged version
featuring rooibos. Eager to honour local ingredients, Luvuyo would like to include impepho
in a future batch, a type of incense used in traditional medicine. The ultimate goal though,
is to open their own distillery in the centre of Khayelitsha, something they hope to achieve
within the next five years. The gin retails at R290 and can be ordered through
Mayine’s social media channels. facebook.com/MayinePremiumGin.

Seemingly developed with On Tap’s
readers in mind, Cape-based Trouvaille
Spirits has released Blossom & Hops
Gin. Co-founder Tim James spent
years as a homebrewer developing a
love for local hops and began working
on a recipe for the gin. The finished

•

Finally, pour yourself a G&T. Use a
quality tonic and don’t overly dilute
the gin. It’s also a good idea to taste the
tonic by itself first so that you can work
out how the flavours of the G and the T
work together.

Cool down this summer with
a gin popsicle

Cocktail recipe

Trouvaille Spirits releases
hopped gin

of water has long been known in the
whiskey world to be an excellent way
to not just soften the spirit, but also
release a plethora of otherwise locked-in
flavour notes.

get a nostril full of ethanol. Take a small
sip, letting the gin coat your tongue and
note down any flavours you pick up.

product is flavoured with Outeniqua
hops, lime blossom, juniper and
a range of other botanicals. The
Trouvaille team recommend adding
cucumber or rosemary to your G&T
to bring out the hop notes. The gin
is available at a few select outlets
– check the website for stockists:
trouvaillespirits.com.

Fancy a bit of booze in your
dessert? Following the launch
of the popular Pierre Jourdan
wine popsicles last year, Frost
Popsicles have released two ginbased ice lollies. The popsicles
were developed in collaboration
with Cape Town’s Hope on
Hopkins distillery who
produced a London
Dry Gin especially for
the project. Available
in two flavours –
G&T Classic, and
G&T Berry Infusion – the iced
snacks are now available in select
Spar, Pick n Pay, Liquor City
and independent liquor stores
in the Western Cape, Gauteng,
Limpopo and KwaZulu-Natal,
with a recommended retail
price of R27. You can also order
online at frostpopsicles.com.

Time for a T&T?
If you’re from the Northern Hemisphere,
Port-style wines are a tipple generally
associated with Christmas, but when
it’s 35 degrees outside, a rich, warming
drink is not necessarily what you’re
craving. So how about mixing it with
tonic water? KWV has teamed up
with tonic water maestros Fitch
& Leedes to bring you the T&T
– Tawny and Tonic. Try it with
a slice of lemon, a sprig of mint
and a couple of blocks of ice.

On Tap
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BREW NEWS

New brews
Afro Caribbean Piña Colada NEIPA (6%)
Black Eagle Love Potion #8 Belgian
Tripel (9%)
Black Eagle Queue de Lion Saison (8%)

Heineken buys Soweto Gold

I
Devil’s Peak Zero to Hero (0.5%)
Drifter East Side Dark Lager (5.5%)
Drifter Ocean Aged Tripel (10%)

Frontier Ginger Beer (5%)
Lakeside Festival Lager (5%)
Little Wolf Cerise Barrel-aged
Blonde (5.5%)
Richmond Hill Jane Doe Alcoholic
Lemonade (4%)
Riot Beer/Truth Coffee Wakker Coffee
Milk Stout (5%)
SAB Castle Free (0%)
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n its second craft beer buyout of the
year, Heineken has snapped up Soweto
Gold for an undisclosed sum. The
acquisition is less a move on the craft
beer market though, and more a way for
Heineken to increase their footprint in
township taverns. The flagship beer has
been completely redesigned as an affordable
lager, now available in 500ml cans and
750ml bottles. The 5% ABV lager will be
brewed by Heineken and retails at around
R12 for a 500ml can.
The announcement was made at a vibrant
event held at the Soweto brewery in
September. Local celebrities joined revellers
and a host of tavern owners as the new beer
was unveiled. Until now, Soweto Gold has
failed to make a splash in Soweto itself due
to the price point, but with the new lager,
the hope is that locals will embrace the beer.
The acquisition has been a long-time
coming, with discussions beginning in
2016. The beer will first roll out in Soweto,

Impi Brewing Co. ready
to launch
Central Johannesburg is set to get a new
brewery this summer. Impi Brewing Co.
will launch at Victoria Yards, a new arts and
crafts precinct in Lorentzville. Kicking off
with their two flagship beers – Homestead
Lager and Warrior Pilsner, the taproom
will eventually see up to 15 beers on
rotation, including porter, saison and weiss.
Moulded around the image of the iconic
African Zulu warrior, Impi, the taproom
will combine traditional African décor and
ideas with Avant Garde-inspired splashes.
Check them out at www.impibrewingco.
com.

then then rest of Gauteng. Expansion into
the rest of the country will follow, but
Soweto Gold’s founders hope the journey
won’t end there. “The wish, the ambition
is to go global,” said Ndumiso Madlala.
“What excites me now is that we have a
partner that has walked this path before,
although international expansion is not
going to be an overnight thing.”
The original Soweto Gold recipe lives on
in a beer now known as The Master’s Brew,
which is currently brewed under contract
at Red Rock Brewing Co in Johannesburg.
The remaining brands – Gogo’s Ginger,
Apple Ale and Cherry Ale will continue to
be brewed in Soweto.
The acquisition has brought with it an
image overhaul and a slight name change –
Soweto Brewing Company (a wholly owned
subsidiary of Heineken). The beer garden
at the Soweto HQ has also undergone
a revamp, with further developments to
follow next year.

High school students win
science award for fastfermenting beer idea
Two high school students from
Grahamstown have won an award for a
project that shortens the fermentation time
for umqombothi. Nomawethu Kondile and
Chwayita Gula, both 17, took the bronze
award in the annual Eskom Expo for Young
Scientists held in Johannesburg in October.
The beer fermented in around three hours,
rather than the usual fermenting time of
two days. The secret? Sliced, unpeeled
bananas – an idea that occurred to the
girls after reading in their school textbook
that bananas can help in speeding up
fermentation.

B E V E R A G E
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Dream job alert:
Dematech seeks brewmaster
Fancy brewing for a living? Like travelling
around Africa? Know your way around a
Kaspar Schulz brewhouse? Then this might
be your lucky day.
Dematech, based in Cape Town, is seeking
a brewmaster to join their team. A relevant

Drifter launches
Belgian tripel aged
on the ocean floor
The slightly eccentric crew at Drifter
Brewing Company in Cape Town have
taken to the seas to haul up their next beer.
The 10% ABV Ocean Aged Tripel has been
resting on the seabed off Cape Town’s coast
for the past year. The Drifter team, headed
up by owner, brewer and ocean lover
Nick Bush, took to the seas in October to
retrieve the bottles of Belgian Ale from 30
metres below the Atlantic Ocean, removing
barnacles and starfish from the crates
before pulling them up.
So what was the thinking behind the
project? “The original concept came about
when we were doing lots of Scuba diving
for my old dive company. We had actually
run out of cold room space at the time
so I thought ‘why not put some beers
underwater?’” Nick said, explaining that it
can actually help the ageing process. “The
swishing of the water pushes the bottles
back and forth kicking the yeast up into
suspension which helps the secondary
bottle fermentation. Drifter is named
after a sailing yacht and the ocean is our
other home so we thought - why not store
our beers there?!” Why not indeed. Once
they’re polished up and labelled, the limited
edition bottles will go on sale from Drifter’s
Woodstock-based taproom. Bottles start
at R60 but prices will gradually rise as the
brews become rarer, so get in there early.
http://www.drifterbrewing.co.za/oceanaged-beer.html.
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degree or formal brewmaster qualification
is required, and proficiency in German
is highly desirable. Applicants must have
experience in all aspects of brewing,
filtering, yeast handling, CIP etc. To apply,
email your CV to romina@dematechsa.com.

Lakeside
rebrands,
launches new
beers
Kommetjie-based
Lakeside Brewery
has had a total
rebrand and will
soon be launching
two new beers.
Owner and brewer Morne Uys said “I
decided to give the brand a new image to
something that that resonated more with
my personality and change the line up to
beers that I personally love – and styles
that aren’t being produced by everyone
else.” New to the line-up are the Festival
Lager (5.5%) and Summit Red Session IPA
(5.6%), while the other beers have been
given new names and recipe tweaks.

Brewers Association
seeks to Buy
AB-InBev with
US$213 billion
crowdfunding
campaign
In a tongue-in-cheek response to frequent
craft brewery buyouts by AB-InBev,
the Brewers Association has launched a
crowdfunding campaign seeking to buy
out the megabrewer. Under the heading
“They buy us, now we buy them”, the US
association released a statement about the
campaign. “Effective immediately, pledges
are being collected with the audacious goal
of raising US$213 billion to purchase AB
InBev,” the statement reads. “While the
international conglomerate continues its
global campaign to monopolize beer, we
aim to use the power of public markets to
educate consumers and return craft to the
people.”
As On Tap went to print, more than US$3
million had been pledged, though the
campaign promises to be in touch only in
the unlikely event that the goal is reached.
The promotional video is well worth a
watch and is guaranteed to see you visiting
your local brewery, bar or store to stock up
on craft. Read more at www.takecraftback.

Beer themed TV show Beer
Country to launch on DSTV

We have books, YouTube channels, a radio
show and indeed a magazine dedicated to
South African beer culture – and soon we’ll
also have a TV show. Beer Country, brain
child of beer-loving brothers-in-law Greg
Gillowey and Karl Tessendorf, will hit our
screens in December. Travelling in their

trusty Land Rover, the Beer Country duo
tastes beers, lights fires and braais delectable
dishes at breweries across the country. Catch
the show from December 2nd on ETV
Extra, DSTV 195 at 5pm. Be sure to have
a cold brew handy – this show is bound to
make you thirsty.

» Everyone once
started small

Available from
10 to 500 litres

R:
G:
B:

74
170
223

C:
M:
Y:
K:

64.26
17.01
0
0

R:
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B:

15
80
163

C:
M:
Y:
K:

97.59
78.01
0
0.2
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bevPLUS PTY ltd
13 Michigan Street
Airport Industria
7490 Cape Town
Tel: +27 21 820 9500
www.bevplus.com

www.speidels-braumeister.de

Dematech Pty Ltd
13 Michigan Street
Airport Industria
7490 Cape Town
Tel: +27 21 385 04 83

In brief
Black Eagle releases limited
edition saison

Black Eagle will launch a limited edition
saison on December 1st. Just 672 bottles of
Queue de Lion have been produced by the
Lagebaan brewery. Named for a local herb
used in the brew, the 8% Belgian-style brew
will be available at the brewery and Die
Wolfgat restaurant in Paternoster .

Franschhoek Beer Co.
launches tap room

Following their beer launch earlier this
year, the Franschhoek Beer Co. is opening
a restaurant and tap room. Chefs Nick
Oosthuizen and Julandi Groenewald, under
the tutelage of Reuben Riffel, will pair the
quartet of beers with bistro-style soul food.
The tap room and restaurant launches in
December and will be open six days a week.

Devil’s Peak opens two
new venues

Devil’s Peak Brewing Company have
launched their new taproom in a Cape
Town industrial neighbourhood. All
brewing operations have moved to Epping,
while the much-loved Salt River taproom
remains as a restaurant and bar. A third
restaurant has also opened in Durbanville.
Devil’s Peak De Oude is a family-friendly
venue in a 17th-century heritage building.

Flagship Brew under new
management

Following an auction earlier this year,
Flagship Brew is now under new
management. Look out for a few new beers
at the Riebeek-Kasteel microbrewery this
summer.

Dockside Brewery opens at PE
Boardwalk
Port Elizabeth brewery Dockside has
opened a new taproom at the Boardwalk
Casino. The Dockside Ale House is open
10am-7pm from Sunday to Thursday and
until 10pm on Friday and Saturday.

Beerhouse to start equity
crowdfunding campaign

Ever wanted to own a bit of a bar?
Following the success of its bars in
Cape Town, Fourways and Centurion. ,
Beerhouse is launching a fourth location
in Durban – and you can be a shareholder.
According to Uprise.Africa, South
Africa’s Equity Crowdfunding platform,
“shareholders…will benefit from the
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profits of the business and receive exclusive
discounts and unique rewards.” Keep an eye
on Beerhouse’s social media platforms to
find out more.

Devil’s Peak and SAB launch
non-alcoholic beers

As the festive season approaches, beer-loving
designated drivers have two new drinking
options. Devil’s Peak’s Zero to Hero is
a 0.5% ABV pale ale currently available
exclusively at branches of Woolworths,
RRP R21.99. SAB has also introduced an
alcohol-free beer, Castle Free, a 0% ABV
lager, available nationwide. SAB and AB
InBev have invested more than R30 million
to develop and brew Castle Free as part of
their Smart Drinking Goals campaign.

Brew reviews
Brauhaus am Damm
Märzen (5%)

A rich, soft Munich malt welcomes you
to this German Festival beer, quickly
adding the complexity of various noble
hops – offering floral and spicy aromas.
On first sip the malt takes centre stage, but
subsides to allow the bitterness to balance
the sweetness. The hops provide spicy and
floral flavours to the beer, but neither are
overpowering or harsh. The beer finished
with soft, bready and floral notes as well as
a crispness that welcomes a following sip.
JHA

Darling
Rooibok (5.1%)

Described as a ‘new
age lager’, Rooibok
is a tricky beer to
describe. It has the
subtle nose of a lager,
and it takes some
warming up before
faint citrus notes begin
to emerge. On the
palate you get plenty of
citrus though – orange
peel and marmalade,
notably – as well as a
distinct roasted note.
The bitterness is a little
unbalanced, but it overall it will go down
a treat over a festive braai. Refusing to fit
snugly into any style, it’s another example
of Darling Brew’s desire to innovate. LC
On Tap

Correction
In the Spring 2017 issue of On Tap,
we incorrectly stated the capacity of
the Darling Brewery in the article ‘The
Changing Landscape of Craft Brewing
in SA. The current design capacity is 4
million litres per year, not 7 million as
published.

YOUR PARTNER FOR
ACCURATE MEASUREMENT
AND EXPERT SUPPORT

INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL & FACTORY AUTOMATION FOR THE BREWERY
+27 12 998 6326

Fax: 086 508 7575

info@instek.co.za

INDUSTRY

www.instek.co.za

Prevent quality ﬂuctuations and optimize your brewing process and control by using Anderson-Negel’s highly accurate, reliable
and hygienic design sensors. For your brewing applications, we provide sensors for: Monitoring ﬁlling level, pressure and
temperature in the various brewing phases, such as mashing, lautering, fermentation and storage and turbidity sensors.

ILM-4

L3

Measurement of
conductivity of liquid
media up to 999 mS/cm.

Process pressure
measurement in pipes/
vessels, hydrostatic level
measurement in vessels

ITM-3

Relative Turbidity
measurement with
hygienic thread G1/2″,
front ﬂush, for high
turbidities

XECRO oﬀers high quality Inductive Proximity Sensors, Capacitive Proximity Sensors, Photo-electric Sensors, Fork Sensors,
Diﬀuse, Retro-reﬂective Sensors, Through Beam and Laser Devices, Panel Push Buttons and IP 67 and IP 69K protected,
Programmable Push Buttons for harsh environments.

We specialize in Ultraviolet (UV) water treatment systems for the brewing industry that are based on the hazards speciﬁc
to the stage of beer production. Each process should be protected against speciﬁc micro-organisms.

BetaLine-E UV
AlfaLine UV

BetaLine UV

KappaLine UV
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ADVERTORIAL

Noon
Gun
Brewery

O

n January 7th, 2015, the Noon Gun failed to fire. It
was the first time in some 200 years that the cannon
– and its backup – did not boom. The firing of the
Noon Gun dates back to 1806 and has the ability to make
everyone who hears it either look at their watch and nod, or
perhaps leap for cover. And now the centuries-old cannon
has also inspired a brewery.
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“We wanted to anchor the brewery in
Cape Town,” explains Noon Gun’s founder
Mauritz Le Roux, “and what better way
to do that than by using one of Cape
Town’s longest running traditions as
inspiration?” It’s not just about the Cape
Town link though. The nature of the Noon
Gun speaks of the philosophy behind
its namesake brewery – of consistency,
dependability and an accurate precision that
you can expect day in, day out (well, apart
from that once-in-two-centuries exception
of course). That’s how the Noon Gun team
feels about their beers.
The seven-strong team at the
Muizenberg based brewery is headed
up by General Manager Leonard
Henning. With a background in
IT and a B.Com in Informatics,
Leonard’s focus is making the
company as efficient as possible and
focusing on offering excellent service
to customers – in other words, he’s
in charge of making sure the brewery
runs as flawlessly as the cannon it is
named for.
At the helm of the brewery is Arno
Matthee, a master brewer with 28 years of
experience in both brewing and distilling.
With a post-grad diploma from Edinburgh’s
prestigious Heriot-Watt University, Arno
has worked at large-scale breweries across
Africa as well as in India, Spain, Germany,
the Czech Republic, Belgium, the UK and
the US, heading up product development.
But he’s never found himself in quite such
a hands-on role as at Noon Gun. Here he’s
involved in every aspect of the process,
from recipe development to brewing,
packaging, sales and of course, tasting.
The Noon Gun team is a welltravelled one, with salesman
Francois Henning having worked
and travelled through Africa and
the Middle East. On his return to
South Africa, Francois became a
helicopter pilot but later moved to
sales and is now in charge of getting
the word out about Noon Gun’s range
of beers.
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Speaking of the beers, the focus here is
sessionability. The quartet of brews in the
core range are all designed with the idea
of enjoying more than one or two. The
tasting tray kicks off with the Smooth Bore
Lager, a malt-forward 4.8% brew designed
for all-day sipping around the braai. Next
on the line-up is Gunslinger (4.5%), a
German-style Kölsch that provides the
perfect gateway from lager to ale. Following
the German theme is Muzzle Loader
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(5.2%), a filtered weissbier which perfectly
balances the characteristic flavours of ripe
banana and crushed cloves. The fourth beer
has its roots not in Germany, but the US.
The 18-Pounder is a Session IPA, weighing
in at just 4% and 35 IBUs. It carries the
fruity hop punch that IPA lovers seek, but
without the high alcohol levels, meaning
you can slowly get dosed up on humulus
lupulus over a long afternoon.

The brews officially launched in May 2017
and can be found on tap at 30 outlets
throughout Cape Town, including Banana
Jam Café, Beerhouse, Lourensford Wine
Estate, Motherland Brewers, Octopus
Garden, The Red Herring and the Two
Oceans Restaurant in Cape Point. For those
wanting to drink at home, bottles will be
released at the start of 2018, including
some speciality brews. And later in the year
you can expect to see some spirits joining

the beer line-up when a distillery is added
to the offering – watch this space…
And of course, then team is always ready to
welcome beer-loving visitors to the brewery,
which sits in a nature conservation area
close to the Muizenberg coast. Finishing
touches are still being added to the tap
room, which is scheduled to open in
January 2018, but for those who want to
see behind the scenes, tours of the brewery
are always available – just be sure to call in
advance to book your slot.

Noon Gun Brewery is at 12 Capricorn
Drive, Capricorn Business Park,
Muizenberg, Cape Town. Get in touch to
book a tour, tasting or to just chat about
beer!
Tel: 021 709 0290
Web: www.noongun.net
Email: info@noongun.net

Noon Gun is set to be a major player in the
South African craft beer movement, with
a professional team, top notch equipment
and beers that misfire less often than the
Noon Gun itself!
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STYLE GUIDE

IPA

As the craft beer movement expands across
the globe, one beer seems to rule them
all: India Pale Ale. With its incredible
history, big, bright flavours, and countless
interpretations, it is the quintessential
craft beer. American import Nick Smith
explores its rich history and looks at the
many sub-styles available today.

Photography by Ken Treloar

D

espite the popular myth that IPA
was specifically developed for the
long journey from England to
India, historical records indicate it was a
beer already being brewed and served in the
UK. However, its ability to withstand the
journey resulted in both its popularisation
and its sobriquet. IPA’s initial development
was impacted by pivotal advancements in
brewing, including the invention of pale
malt and the construction of large-scale
breweries. In the 1600s, the invention
of coke from coal enabled maltsters to
create paler malts in comparison with the
dark, smoky malts previously produced
by drying the malt over an open fire. As
brewers began using these pale malts,
the origins of the style were born. The
first IPAs were strong, hoppy beers
made from freshly harvested hops and
barley and brewed in October for long
maturation in the barrel. These beers
were initially known as October beer.
By the mid 1700s, trade with the Indian
colony was booming and, with it came
strong demand for British beer. Due to
its central location in London and close
relationship with the East India Company,
George Hodgson’s Bow Brewery took a
commanding lead in supplying beer. Their
October beer became the most popular,
as it actually benefitted from the long
journey. The name “India Pale Ale” did
not develop until the 1820s as demand
and competition increased and these pale
ales became popular at home in the UK.
In the mid 1800s, George Hodgson’s
IPA was usurped by Burton’s dry, bitter,
brilliant IPAs. Burton pale ales then
ruled the world of beer until the late
1800s when brewing developments and
refrigeration started the domination of
lagers. Further commodification of beer
and industry consolidation in the first
half of the 20th century hastened this
downward trend for IPAs – and indeed all
ales – until the craft beer revolution began.
Starting with Anchor Brewing’s Liberty
Ale in 1975, the movement’s veneration
for IPAs has again firmly established
the style as the true king of beers.
Today the explosion of popularity of IPAs
has resulted in a wide range of sub-styles
of varying strength, flavour profile, and
ingredients, but all heavily highlight hop
flavours. There is some healthy pub debate
on the origin or “true” style characteristics of
some, but all are a result of brewers pushing
boundaries and exploring new ideas.

The IPA Family
American

The most common sub-style shows the
American taste for bold flavours with strong,
hoppy bitter pale ales at around 6-7% ABV.
Featuring new world hops, with fresh hop
flavours derived from late and cellar hop
additions, they are underpinned by a base
of pale and some caramel malt and clean
yeast profile. Over the years this sub-style
has evolved, with newer versions dropping
the caramel malt, leaving a dry golden malt
base that compliments newer hop varieties
that are extremely fruit- and citrus-forward.

English

These original examples of the style
showcase the amazing nuance and
balance of British beer. Usually lower
in alcohol than American IPAs, they
feature a fuller malt character derived
from highly modified English pale ale
malts that balance subtle earthy/floral
flavours from English hops, with a dry
finish and mild fruitiness from the yeast.

Double or Imperial
(and sometimes Triple)

Stemming from brewers’ desire to push
limits and go big on flavour and hoppiness,
these IPAs can range from 8-12% ABV
with hop flavour and bitterness pushing
the limit of sensory experience. Big
hop aromas are increased through large,
multiple hop additions – and plenty of
dry-hopping. To ensure a dry finish and
avoid making the beer overly sweet, the
caramel malt content is usually lowered
and sometimes replaced with sugars
for a more highly fermentable wort.

Session

Referring to the drinking “session,” this
sub-style is intentionally low in ABV
and designed to enable you to drink
with friends for hours - without falling
off your barstool. Closely related to Pale
Ale (but usually without the caramel
malt), Session IPAs maintain a firm hop
bitterness and strong hop aroma.

White

Essentially Belgian wits that have been
hopped like IPAs, many feature a large
percentage of wheat malt, witbier yeast,
and frequently coriander and orange
peel. These frequently show hints of
lemon and a refreshing citrus profile.

Rye

The substitution of a portion of the
malted barley with malted rye adds an

interesting spicy character that can pair
well with certain hop varieties. Other
grains that have been experimented with
are oats, buckwheat and sorghum.

Black (and Red and Brown)

Featuring dark malts but without strong
roastiness, these sub-styles use a portfolio
of malts to create subtle chocolate and
coffee flavours that support the hop notes.
The trick with these more malt-forward
IPAs is to create a malt bill that enhances
but doesn’t clash with the hop flavours.

Belgian

This sub-style replaces clean fermenting
yeast with strongly expressive Belgian
strains that contribute fruity and
sometimes spicy flavours.

Fruited

Inspired by the strong fruity flavours
delivered by hops, some brewers add
real fruit with citrus, like grapefruit
and oranges, being the most popular.

New England

This super cloudy sub-style is excessively
dry and late kettle-hopped, using fruity
hops for low bitterness but big aroma.
The idea is that the yeast and proteins
still in suspension will add to body
and keep hop oils from settling out.
With such diversity, how can the style
continue to evolve and excite beer drinkers?
The trend of taking an existing style and
“IPAing” it through heavy hopping could
continue, with new potential flavours,
such as sour IPAs. As new hops and hop
products hit the market they will impact
how brewers utilize them. As a South
African brewing community I hope we
can fully explore the flavour possibilities of
our domestic hop industry, an endeavour
we’ve undertaken at Soul Barrel with our
Cape Cone IPA. This IPA is brewed with
100% South African hops, including
Southern Passion whole cones, African
Queen, Southern Star and NI69 and is
a true expression of these extraordinary
hops grown right here in the Western
Cape. Our unique location and climate
has produced some amazing hops unlike
any in the world. If we can continue to
get supply from SAB, our brewing industry
could create distinctive, world class IPAs.
And who knows, perhaps in the not-toodistant future we’ll see a new sub-style
on the list – the South African IPA.
On Tap
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Ten South African IPAs to seek out –
Nick shares his top hoppy picks
1.

Aegir Project Giant IPA – This worlclass IPA has it all: big, bright fruity
citrus aroma, strong middle palate
hop character, and firm hop finish all
balanced perfectly.

2.

Afro Caribbean Coconut IPA – The
addition of fresh and toasted coconut
gives this brew a tropical twist.

3.

Anvil Ale Mjölnir – I’m yet to taste
Anvil’s IPA, but I’m told it’s well worth
the trip to Dullstroom to sample this
award-winning brew.

4.

Cape Brewing Co. Cape of Good
Hops – A dangerously drinkable
imperial IPA that gorgeously displays
the berry character of Mosaic hops,
flies off the shelves whenever it’s
released.

5.

Darling Godfather – The addition
of rye adds a subtle spice to this 7.7%
whopper.

6.

Devil’s Peak Juicy Lucy – South
Africa’s first commercially available
New England IPA is periodically
available in cans.

7.

Franschhoek Beer Co. OPA – the
addition of orange peel gives this IPA
a strong bitterness and complex citrus
profile.

8.

Riot Valve IPA – One of my favourite
beers in South Africa, this IPA has a
perfect balance of dry hopped citrus
and tropical fruit flavours with a
refreshing hop finish.

9.

Ukhamba Beerworx Pursuit of
Hoppyness – One of few black
IPAs in the country, characterised by
pine aromas and just enough roast
character.

10. Woodstock Brewery Californicator –
One of the most aggressively bitter IPAs
in SA, this one has interesting pine
notes that compliment the citrus.

beer
country
SEASON ONE
2 DEC - DSTV 195
SATURDAYS 17H00
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WORLD OF BEER

Beer Icons
of Europe
Brewer and all-round beer lover Phil
Crowson takes an envy-inducing trip to
two of Europe’s most iconic beer towns.

Opposite top Left: Pilsner Urquell’s
distinctive entrance is a neo-renaissance
double-arched gate, built in 1892 to
commemorate 50 years of brewing Pilsner beer
Opposite bottom left: the Guinness Brewery
at St James’s Gate

CRAFT IN PRAGUE
There’s a thriving craft beer scene in the city,
and the best way to see as much as you can
is to join a tour. Highlights include Pivovarský
Dům (pivovarskydum.com), which has eight
ever-changing beers on tap (it’s associated
with the local Craft Brewers Association) and
Pivovar U Fleků (ufleku.cz), serving a dark lager
brewed to the same recipe since 1499. But it is
a bit of a tourist trap so beware of the ‘extras’
– attentive waiting staff offer you shots from
their trays and you only find out on leaving that
they are exorbitantly expensive!
If you prefer to design your own tour, there are
dozens of small breweries to visit, and if time is
limited then try the Prague Beer Museum. Not
to be confused with the ‘Czech Beer Museum’,
this is a bar (actually part of a chain) with 30
local beers on tap – all available on a massive
tasting tray if you are brave enough.

MYTHBUSTERS
Budweiser is a bad beer. That all depends
where you buy it! The Budweiser name is the
subject of a legal battle that has been going
on for 110 years. Basically, the American
Budweiser is sold in most countries outside
of Europe, but in Europe itself you will find the
original Czech Budweiser – a much tastier
beer in the pilsner style. In certain places
such as the UK you will find both brands on
the shelves. The backstory is fascinating so
Google it to understand why AB-InBev is so
unpopular in Budweis.

O

ne of the benefits of being an
avid traveller – both for business
and leisure - is that it offers
opportunities to indulge my other great
passion – beer. Whenever I find myself in
some far-flung destination I make a point
of tracking down the local beers. Whether
it’s mainstream commercial or local craft, as
long as it’s something that is only available
in that country or, even better, only in the
town where I’m staying, then I’m game.
If there is also a chance to tour the brewing
facility and speak to the brewers then so
much the better. And every now and again
I will end up in one of those places that are
considered the cradles of brewing culture.
So when this year I had a chance to visit
three of these places in quick succession
I thought I’d use the occasion to explore
brewing past and present. This meant
visiting the homes of iconic beers and local
craft breweries.

The world’s biggest drinkers

The first stop was in the Czech Republic,
home to the biggest beer drinkers in the
world (they have had the highest per capita
beer consumption for nearly a quarter of
a century), the Saaz hop and, for such a
lager-centric population, a surprisingly large
number of craft breweries.
We were staying in Prague but I couldn’t
wait to take a short train ride to Plzen –
home of pilsner- and more specifically
the only place in the world where Pilsner
Urquell is brewed. The brewery is a short
walk from the centre of town and fully
geared towards both the casual beer tourist
and the avid brewery fan. The scheduled
guided tours run with military precision
and turn out to be much better than
anticipated.
When we boarded a bus and were taken
directly to the bottling hall I was expecting
the worst - a whistle-stop look at a modern

brewery, a quick tasting and off-loading
back at the shop where you can spend your
Euros on branded merchandise. Perhaps
it was the hum of the 120,000 bottles per
hour rattling along the conveyors that put
me in a more agreeable mood. Who can
resist the hypnotic effect of bottles hurtling
along the straights then somehow shuffling
themselves into an orderly queue as they
round the bend, only to be swallowed up by
the filler to emerge seconds later from the
labeller looking good enough to drink?
It turns out that this last step in the
production process was the first stop on the
tour only because it was the furthest point
from the visitor centre. So we climbed on
the bus again and from there it just got
better. A snazzy audio-visual presentation
gave us the history of the brewery, followed
by a sensory experience where you can see,
smell and touch what goes into the beer.
Then it was a tour of the brewhouse which
has ultra-modern technology alongside early
20th century equipment which is still in
use. They have also managed to preserve the
original kettle in which the first pilsner was
brewed in 1842, although it is no longer
used for brewing.
But the highlight of the tour came at the
end. The brewery continues to produce
a small amount of Pilsner Urquell using
the traditional method, which involves
fermentation in open wooden vats and
maturing the beer in oak lager casks that
are kept in underground limestone cellars.
Visitors are privileged to be able to taste this
unique unfiltered and unpasteurised beer
right there in the cellars – the only place in
the world it can be tasted. A unique treat
for the any beer enthusiast. And for only
200 Czech Korunas (R 125) it’s a must
see-attraction if you ever find yourself in
the Czech Republic – and indeed reason
enough to have you booking a trip to this
fascinating Eastern European country.

Guinness is made with water from the River
Liffey. Despite its location on the banks of
the river in the heart of Dublin, the brewery
doesn’t use the river water for two reasons.
Firstly, it’s not of a quality that could be used
for beer and secondly, with Guinness being
brewed in 49 breweries around the world it
would be difficult to transport sufficient water
to those far-flung locations.
Your family will never enjoy a brewery visit.
Take them to Guinness Storehouse and they’ll
be smiling from ear to ear. There’s something
for everyone.

The historic Pilsner Urquell brewhouse dating from the early 20th century sits
next to the modern brewhouse completed in 2004
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CRAFT IN DUBLIN
Although Guinness accounts for one in
four of beers served in Ireland, there is
some competition from craft breweries,
large and small. The original Porterhouse
(theporterhouse.ie) in Temple Bar is a busy,
noisy brew pub serving a range of excellent
beers. Think Devil’s Peak with an Irish accent.

Left: It’s smiles all round after a visit to the Guinness Storehouse. Phil with Amy and Heather at the
historic St James Gate Right: Phil pours a perfect pint of Guinness - and has the certificate to prove it!
The Black Stuff
Ten days later I found myself in Dublin,
along with my wife and daughter. It’s
testimony to Guinness’s excellent brandbuilding that both Heather and Amy were
keen to see the home of the famous Irish
stout, so early one morning we took the
tram to the Guinness Storehouse. The
Storehouse is the centre of the Guinness
experience, and although visitors never go
into St James’s Gate Brewery to get close
to any of the actual brewing process, there
is plenty to see on the nine floors of the
converted fermentation plant.
Entry is an eye-watering €25 (R400) at
the most popular times (lunchtime) but if
you book the first slot of the day (9:30) it’s
a slightly more palatable €17.50 (R280).

FROM
RUSSIA
WITH
BEER
Europe has some iconic beer locations,
but craft brews are infiltrating every
corner of the continent. Wandering
beer lover Troye May spent some
time experiencing the Russian (beer)
revolution.
Take what you think you
know about Russia and turn
it upside down completely.
Russia often gets a raw deal in
the Western media, and as a
result I’d always thought of an
old communist country where
people drink vodka before,
during and after meals and
then ride their grizzly bear
back home. OK, maybe not
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And then you have to negotiate the shop
twice - once after you’ve bought your ticket
and wait for your allotted time and again
as you exit the building. It’s a self-guided
tour through most of the floors where you
will encounter the ingredients, see some old
brewing equipment (with a fascinating black
and white film of the coopers in action),
find out more about Arthur Guinness
and enjoy a display of 80 years of quirky
advertising material.
You are shown how to taste and appreciate
Guinness before you enter the ‘Guinness
Academy’ and learn how to pour the perfect
pint of Guinness. Pint in hand you ascend
to the top floor and the Gravity Bar. This
is another unique tasting experience as
you savour your perfectly poured pint and
quite, but I was blown away at how modern
and progressive both Moscow and Saint
Petersburg are. The two main cities emulate
classical European style in structure and
spirit, which carries through to their beer
culture. Yes, Russian people drink beer, and
lots of it.
The streets are lined with multi storey
buildings and residential apartments, with
commercial retail hogging the ground level
and sometimes even the basement. Here
you’ll find a reoccurring pattern of shops,
pharmacies, bakeries, restaurants and bars.
Lots of bars. And not just
your average “one-tap bar”
either: some have up to 20
taps, and you tend to find
different beers – some local,
some imported – in each place
you enter. Ah, paradise.
Prices are roughly the same as
South African craft beer, and
as in South Africa, bottles are
still very common amongst
the craft brewers as a means
of packaging. Quality is also

If you prefer a quiet drink, try JB Sweetman
Craft Brewery (jwsweetman.ie) on the banks
of the Liffey. It has a more relaxed atmosphere
and the focus is on the beer. There are regular
seasonal brews including their IGA (Inter
Galactic Ale – actually an IPA).

admire the 360° view through the floor
to ceiling windows. It’s a pity that Dublin
doesn’t have a great skyline, but on a sunny
day and with your family next to you, the
experience doesn’t get much better. Not
to mention this will be the freshest pint of
Guinness you’ll ever drink.
The third leg of my trip – a visit to Burtonon-Trent – had to be postponed to a later
date but Plzen and Dublin had already
given me two very slick and enjoyable
experiences. Which was better? Well, for
the beer geek, Pilsner Urquell will probably
tick more of the boxes, but if you want to
involve your family in your love for beer
then Guinness wins hands down.
comparable – there are
exceptions at either end of
the scale, but overall, the
quality is good, though not
great when compared to the
powerhouse of US beers.
One frustrating thing is
that there are no off-trade
boutique beer stores – at
least that I could find – so
if you want to buy and
drink at home, you need
to pay bar prices. But the bars are pretty
cool places to be. Two places that stood out
were Pivnaya Karta (Beer Card), a narrow
English-styled pub in Saint Petersburg, and
a three-storey beer bar called Eric the Red in
Moscow. Oh and in case you’re wondering,
yes, I drank plenty of Russian Imperial
Stout, and no they don’t just call it Imperial
Stout over there…

Did you know?
Beer was only considered an alcoholic beverage
in 2011 by the Russian government. Before that,
anything under 10% was considered a cool-drink!
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BREW AT HOME
LIKE A PRO!
Crush the grain
with a

BULLDOG MALT MILL
then mash, lauter,
sparge, boil and cool,
all in one high
quality stainless steel

BULLDOG BREWER
“By BREWERs fOR BREWERs”

The Home Brewer’s Shop since 1952
For all your home brewing, cheese,
spirits and wine making needs.
93 Komatie Road Emmarentia
info@thehomebrewshop.co.za
011 646 9022/9173
Deliveries Nationwide

ADVERTORIAL

Happy Birthday

Nottingham Road Brewery
1996 – 2017

N

otties is officially the oldest microbrewery in KwaZuluNatal, starting up in 1996 which is 21 years ago as of
2017! They held the official birthday party on Saturday the
4th of November to coincide with Africa Brew and a wonderful time
was had by all. The celebrations will, however, run until the end of
the year.
The brewery was set up on the Rawdons Hotel premises by owners
Peter and Sue Dean with the help of SAB brewer Trevor Morgan
and Sue’s father, Don Attwood. Starting with a small 50-litre pilot
brewery to come up with the initial recipes (Tiddly Toad Lager,
Whistling Weasel Pale Ale, Pye-Eyed Possum Pilsner & Pickled Pig
Porter), the fully-functioning 10hl brewhouse and factory designed
by Peter and Trevor was up and running by the end of 1996 and
has been going from strength to strength ever since. The Bierfassl
Restaurant & Pub was then built nearby in Nottingham Road as
the official tap room with the whole range of Notties beers in 2000
and is now, in conjunction with Rawdons Hotel and the brewery
tap room, a huge attraction on the Midlands Meander.
They now have 8 beers in their range (including the Tipsy Tiger
Unfiltered IPA, Wobbling Wombat Summer Ale, Swinging
Samango Mango Ale, and Pickled Pig Cappuccino Porter), a few
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Rawdons Hotel 2017

The

PIGturns
21!

Brewery Sign 2017

First Brew March 1994
Brewhouse 2017
340ml Glass Bottles 2015
small-batch limited runs, and will be
starting up their own London Dry-style
craft gin and G&T by December under
the name Rawdons Distilling Company.
Besides the brewery shop, they now have
their own tap room/gin bar and the Pig’s
Rest seating deck, as well as having all
their beers on tap at the Boar’s Head Pub
at Rawdons Hotel. Tours are also available
upon request and the famous Pig Rig beer
truck, that has proved immensely popular
on many trail runs, bike races, weddings
and beer events, is available to hire for
functions (as well as party kegs and a
number of other possibilities!).

Peter Dean &
Don Attwood 1995

Pig Rig 2017

New Brewhouse 1996
Taproom taps 2017

By keeping their distribution small and
utilising the brewery/distillery/hotel/
Bierfassl as the full package, they have
managed to maintain the quality of
their beer and attract many local and
international visitors on an annual basis.

Bierfassl Finish 1998
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High performance GEA equipment
at lower cost
Increase your brewery‘s bottom line with rebuilt equipment from
GEA Service‘s Factory Rebuilt Centre.
Rebuilt equipment includes products for industrial
and mobile refrigeration, dairy farming and milking,
food processing and packaging as well as plant monitoring and alarm systems. Rebuilt equipment includes
products for:

• Industrial and Mobile refrigeration
• Dairy Farming and Milking
• Dairy Processing plants

• Food Processing and Packaging
• Separation
• Flow Components
• Homogenizers
• Breweries
For more information on rebuilt equipment, contact
Ferdi van Sittert at GEA Africa in Midrand at
011 392 7114 or ferdinand.vansittert@gea.com.

Happy

New

W

Beer

e are often asked what the next
big trend in the craft beer world
will be, and I see sessionable
beer styles continuing to gain traction in
the States and elsewhere. Lagers, golden/
blonde ale, kölsch and sessionable beers
are growing on two fronts: they appeal
to entry-level drinkers coming into the
category for the first time and also to
older consumers who have been craft
beer drinkers for many years but are now
looking for a lower ABV beer that’s more
sessionable. We can expect to see more
experimentation and creativity in 2018
within the lager style – expect versions with
a more assertive malt backbone, bigger hop
profile or single-country ingredients.
IPAs still reign supreme and account for
one in four craft beer purchases in the
USA. This style is the primary driver of
craft volume and continues to evolve and
innovate every year. But it’s not the only
style that is innovating. The sour beer scene
has also moved on from a few years ago as
sours become more approachable, more

balanced and – well – less sour. Lighter sour
styles such as Berliner Weisse and Gose are
attracting new drinkers into the category
but despite interest, sours remain generally
niche.
Another trend we’re very excited about is
the expansion of taprooms and the trend
towards beer tourism. Craft breweries are
now a main attraction for tourists and beer
tourism is so strong that travel website
Travelocity recently published a beer
tourism index. When a high profile brewer
announces the launch of a new beer it can
have a multi-million dollar impact on the
local community as people come from all
over the world to sample it. In the States,
80% of people live within 10 miles (16km)
of a brewery and 67% say local is important
in their purchase decision, (Nielsen). More
than 7% of craft sales (by volume) now
happen at the source and profits are high
because there are no shipping, distribution
or retailing costs. Taprooms have found
a winning formula with family-friendly
environments, knowledgeable staff, clean
beer lines and style-specific glassware.

It’s fair to say that beer
trends tend to be born
in the USA, so we asked
Bob Pease, CEO and
President of the Brewers
Association, to predict
what 2018 might hold
for craft beer.

and cans are more recyclable than bottles,
they are lighter, easier to transport, cheaper
to ship and take up less space. They have
helped take American craft beer to different
audiences such as sports events, airplanes,
festivals and camping trips. They also offer
the full 360 degree marketing wrap.
But….the brewing industry faces a number
of challenges to maintain growth, the single
most important of which is beer quality.
The Brewers Association takes quality very
seriously and places an increasing amount
of resources towards helping brewers
develop better beers. We promote the
importance of consistent product quality
by publishing resources such as the quality
pyramid, which is free to everyone, and
a book on quality management by Mary
Pellettieri which we sent to our 4,000
members when it first came out two
years ago. Our newly appointed quality
ambassador, Neil Witte travels the country
offering practical advice and spreading the
word about quality.

Cans will also continue to grow.
Sustainability is a big ethos for craft brewers
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The local view
We asked some of our local beer folk what 2018 might bring for the South African beer scene.
Their answers often echoed the thoughts of the US Brewers Association.

Murray Slater,
Group Operations
Manager at
Beerhouse
“There will be some brewery closures,
some new openings, some of the micro
pioneers really establishing themselves
and maturing while the macro breweries
will attempt to dominate the shelves with
purchased micro brands. I expect overall
quality to improve and some interesting
push-the-boundaries collaborations. I
also expect to see increased and
sustained assault on the established
local microbrewery market with ABInBev’s “premium brands” such as
Stella, Budweiser and Corona that will
be mass produced in SA, and with
Heineken unleashing their distribution
and marketing might with their new
microbrewery brand purchase that could
flood the bottle store shelves.”
Jaco HamiltonAttwell, On Tap
contributor, BJCP
judge and beerrater extraordinaire
“There will be an
increase in session
IPAs and (purposely made) sour beers.
However, the sour beers will struggle to
find popularity. I expect to see a lot of
South African hops used in the session
IPAs, but I think very few brewers will
be able to get them to be hoppy enough,
without them being insanely bitter.
I also think there will be a 5% growth
in amount of breweries, but at least
10 breweries will close.”
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Ken Treloar, homebrewer and photographer of this
issue’s cover photo
“I seriously believe it is going to be harder and harder for breweries
to fool consumers with marketing and fancy labels alone, so new
breweries will have their work cut out for them getting into the
market. I also believe that we’re going to find our unique South
African style of brewing in 2018, using home-grown ingredients and putting a South
African spin on beer styles. We can’t play style catch-up with Europe or the US forever,
and I think we’ve realised that we need to make trends and not just follow them. I also
think that we’ll see visitors to SA putting beer on their itineraries alongside safaris and
winery visits. Beer tourism is real and could be a big deal in the near future.”
Wouter Cronje,
homebrewer and
overall winner of the
2016 SA National
Homebrew Champs
“I would like to
see an improvement in quality and
consistency. A few of my beer buds
recently went overseas (to the UK and
USA) and according to them almost no
South African beers hold a candle –taste
and quality-wise – to what they had there.
I would also like to see a law that obliges
breweries to place best before dates on
their bottles, as I refuse to buy a beer
without one.”
Ryan Phillips,
owner of Brewcraft
homebrew supply
store
“At Brewcraft we love
tasting creative and
interesting beers so we’re hoping to see
some more creative, out-of-the-box and
big beer coming through in 2018 ……
and quite possibly an “extreme beer”
nationwide homebrewing competition…”

Eben Uys, owner
and brewer at Mad
Giant Brewery
“I see beer quality
improving across
the board. I expect
that the larger distribution breweries
will dominate shelf space, and there will
also be more focus on pub breweries.
All in all the craft beer industry and the
perception of craft beer will be refined.”

Marc Fourie, owner of
Africa Hops and Riot
Beer
“I predict a
consolidation phase
in our premium craft
beer category which
will make us more
professional and robust long term. Any
brewery making or delivering poor quality
beer to the trade I believe will be battling
to survive!”

Greg Gillowey and
Karl Tessendorf,
presenters of Beer
Country
Greg: “As a craft
brewing and beerloving nation,
I would love to see us using some of
the rich inspiration from around this
incredible country of ours to carve out a
real South African craft beer identity.”
Karl: “For 2018 I really hope beer festival
organisers will learn something from
2017’s Woodstock Winter Beer Fest.
It was reasonably priced, it had a style
theme, and the diversity of the one-off
beers that were brewed for the day was
incredible. There was everything from
peanut butter beers to smoked tea beers
and it was great to see brewers pushing the
boundaries. I’d like to see more concept
driven festivals rather than just a blanket
craft beer fest.”

Dion van Huyssteen,
owner and brewer at
Doctrine Brewing
“I think we’re going to
see continued expansion
into the new styles (for SA anyway) of
NEIPAs and sour beers. Personally I’d
like to see more options in both the
strong (above 7% ABV) and light beer
(below 4% ABV) categories, and Doctrine
Brewing will be doing just that.”

Megan Gemmell,
owner and brewer
at Clockwork
Brewhouse
“Come 2018, I
think breweries are going to start stepping
out of their comfort zones and taking
more risks. We’ll see a lot more breweries
doing once-off/way-out/special brews,
and probably bring with it a lot more
collaborations. Consumers palates are
ready for it!”

of
“I

Thandi Guilherme,
homebrewer, owner
CraftGeek.com and
On Tap contributor

I think (hope?)
that in 2018, we’re
finally going to drop
the term “craft” and just speak about
beer. I hope we’ll see more brewpubs,
more places selling and filling growlers
and speciality breweries that don’t do
the usual four or five “staple” beers but
rather focus on a style and really play
with it!”

Greg Casey, owner
and brewer at Afro
Caribbean Brewing
Company and owner
of Banana Jam Café
“I think we will see a
much higher standard of beer, but we will
also see breweries that can’t keep up – not
just in production, but also in innovation
and quality – closing. IPAs will still be the
most popular style among the beer geeks
thanks to NEIPAs, but lager will still be
the biggest seller.”
On Tap

All photos of food and beer courtesy of
the American Brewers Association
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HOMEBRU

from scratch:
Recipe formulation

Marcel Harper
If you’ve been following these articles (and
thank you if you have), you’ve walked the
road from extract brewing to full-grain
methods. As mentioned before, full-grain
brewing gives you access to just about
all the styles of beer available. And there
are quite a few (just check out the BJCP
website: bjcp.org for a comprehensive list)!
Now that we’re all on the internets, it’s not
too difficult finding interesting recipes to
try with your newly-acquired full-grain
chops. But where’s the fun in that?
So this issue, we’re looking at one of the
most satisfying things you can do as a
homebrewer: constructing your own
recipes.

First steps:

the theoretical component. This involves
reading up on the style you’re thinking of
brewing. For instance, you can find loads of
cool info on styles from the Brew Your Own
website (byo.com) in their style profiles
section. But go beyond the obvious. Dig up
some old recipes from books in your local
university library, talk to master brewers
about their favourite recipes, then steal
them. The recipes, not the master brewers.
The second component to your research is
the practical part. Yes, this involves drinking

beer. I know it’s a tough assignment, but
try hang in there. Obviously, it helps to
drink with a purpose, and in this case,
your purpose is to taste exemplars of the
style within which you’re going to be
formulating your recipe. When testing
other brewers’ beers, here are a couple of
pointers that will help you in formulating
your recipe:

•

Colour. Focus on the beer’s colour.
This is a good indication of grain
composition. Red ales, for instance, get

Calm down and think things through
Tackling recipe formulation can be a
daunting task. Where to begin? What grains
to use? How much? Waah!
So to simplify things, here is my
(patent pending) Sane Guide to Recipe
Formulation.
1. Get some style. I don’t mean some nice
shoes, though a nice pair is always good
to have. I mean beer style. Of the last few
beers you’ve tried, which styles have most
intrigued you? Maybe you’ve fallen in love
with a strong Belgian Blonde (you devil
you), or perhaps it’s those hop-forward
American Ambers that make you feel a bit
giddy. Pick a style that you really want to
explore and get to know it better. Recipe
formulation really teaches you a lot about
style. No jokes.
2. Do some research. In brewing, there are
two components to research. First, there’s
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Pick a style that you really want to explore and get to know it better

their lovely amber hues from caramel,
melanoidin, or red malts. A strawcoloured beer is unlikely to have much
roasted or caramel malts in the grain
bill, but pale malts like pale ale, Pilsner,
and Vienna malts are probably present.

•

•

Aroma. The beer’s aroma will tell you
a lot about the grains, hops and yeast
used. Very citrussy, piney, or fruity
aromas hint at American hops used
in the final stages of the boil. A more
muted or earthy aroma may indicate
European-style hops. Very biscuit-like
or bready notes can clue you in to the
brewer having used Munich or Belgian
malts in the recipe. Clove-like flavours
may be indicative of wheat-beer yeasts,
while funkier notes (hell yeah!) may be
due to Belgian or wild yeast strains.
Flavour and Mouthfeel. Focus on the
predominant profile of the beer. Is it
light or full-bodied, bitter or sweet?
Pretty much all the categories of tasting
that you’ll find in guidelines like
those published by the BJCP or Siebel
Institute will help you in unravelling the
secrets of a beer’s recipe. For now, focus
on the perceived bitterness, the body,
and the finish (more on that later).

3. Construct a basic outline. For me,
any good recipe starts with a basic outline.
Here’s where you collect all the strands of
your research into one cohesive whole. I
suggest you use the following framework:

homebrewers often fail to produce good
quality beers that compare favourably
to their professional counterparts’
creations. Don’t be that brewer. Don’t
use S05 for everything – we do have
options!

•

Balance. This is a vital component of
any recipe. What will your balance of
bitterness vs. malt sweetness be? Clues
from other beers will come from their
perceived bitterness mentioned earlier.
Very bitter, hoppy beers tend to skew
their balance in favour of hops. More
malty beers have it the other way
around.

•

Body. The body and finish of a beer
makes a huge difference to the final
product. A beer with a light body and
dry finish can be super refreshing,
whereas a full-bodied, sweeter beer is
more suited to dark times and cold
weather. Or maybe the dessert course.

•

Final outcome. This is the final taste
and “feel” of the beer you’re trying to
create. I find this section of the outline
helpful because it sums up what I was
trying to achieve with the recipe to
begin with. An example from one of my
own recent outlines: “A super-hoppy
IPA that smells grassy, tastes grassy, and
finishes like dried grass. Also: Belgian
yeast, barnyard flavours.” Yes, I am a bit
weird, I know.

4. Go for launch! You’ve got your outline –
now it’s time to write down the first draft of
the recipe. There are two ways you can go
about doing this: 1) The Hard Way. You do
all calculations by hand using spreadsheets,
slide-rules, and your natural aptitude for
differential equations. You nerd. Or, 2)
The Easy(ier) Way. You buy yourself some
brewing software (try BeerSmith 2), like
90% of regular brewers out there. You
computer nerd.

•

Name. Don’t skimp on the name of
the beer. This is the title you’ll proudly
announce to your friends when they try
your first original recipe creation! Go
wild. And sorry, Smooth Hoperator is
already taken (along with almost every
other hoppy pun you could imagine).

•

Style. The style of the beer. Note any
deviations you’re considering from the
primary style (e.g. “A hoppier blonde ale
with more kick”).

•

Base grains. Here you’ll note the likely
base grains needed. See my notes on
colour, flavour, and aroma above.

But seriously, software like BeerSmith
makes life for the brewer and recipe
formulator much, much easier, so give it
some consideration.

•

Hops. Which hops are you going to be
using? Note whether you’ll be adding a
particular hop early or later in the boil,
depending on what you’re trying to
achieve (i.e. bitterness vs flavour).

For those of you who don’t want no help
from no stinkin’ computer, or who are just
too cheap to fork out the dosh, here are a
few (non-maths heavy) guidelines (but only
a few—be warned):

•

Yeast. Do not underestimate the
importance of the yeast strain you
select. In my experience, ignorance of
yeast is still the number one reason why

•

Brewing Efficiency
One of the reasons why calculating base
grain contribution to the original gravity of
a beer is complex is because of something
called “efficiency.” Basically, your brewhouse
efficiency is a measure of how successfully you
could convert the starches in your base grains
into fermentable sugars. This is expressed
as a percentage. For example, an efficiency
of 80% means that you’ve liberated 80% of
the available sugars from your grains in the
mashing process. Now, be aware that 80% is
pretty good. In fact, few brewers who use BIAB
methods will achieve that sort of efficiency. My
suggested rule-of-thumb (i.e. 1kg malt = 10
gravity points), for instance, assumes roughly a
65% efficiency (typical for BIAB).
You can improve this figure by mashing for
longer, including a mashing-out step, or
washing your grains (called sparging) with
water heated to 75°C (hold back about seven
litres from your full water volume for this step)
at the end of the mash. You can use a colander
for this in BIAB—it works pretty well.
My advice though is this: Don’t sweat efficiency
overly much. It’s more important to know your
typical efficiency than try to maximize it through
the roof. Producing predictable, consistent
efficiency helps in formulating accurate recipes
(and making good beer). Having a different
efficiency every time does not.

Base grains. In formulating your
recipe, you should understand that
base grains will be providing the bulk
of your fermentable sugars and that
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the volume of the final batch you’re
making is an important consideration.
In a 19 litre batch, using standard BIAB
techniques and assuming fresh malt,
a pretty good guestimate is that you’ll
get around 10 gravity points for every
kilogram of grain you add. For instance,
using 4kg of malt in the mash will
get you to an original gravity (OG) of
1.040. Please note that this is a HUGE
oversimplification of how to calculate
gravity contributions of malts, but it
will do you fine for now or until you
buy some brewing software. Maybe
also take a look at sidebar on Brewing
Efficiency.

•

Hops. Calculating the bitterness
contribution of hops is a darned
complicated affair, but if you’re
interested, I’d recommend John Palmer’s
treatise on this subject (find it at:
howtobrew.com/book/section-1/hops/
hop-bittering-calculations).
Here’s where brewing software really
comes in handy, since all the formulas
come pre-loaded. But, generally
speaking, the higher the alpha acid
content of the hops (expressed in
percentages on the packet) and the
longer the time you boil the hops, the
more bitterness is imparted to the beer.
A good place to start in a 19-litre batch
is to add 10 grams of bittering hops
(12-15% AA) at 60 minutes, 10 grams
of flavour hops (5-10% AA) at around
15 minutes and 10 grams of aroma
hops (3-6% AA) at flameout. These
quantities assume a LOT of different
factors, but can form the basis for some
useful experimentation. Speaking of
which...

5. Experiment. Brewing great beer is all
about experimenting and learning from
your experiments. The degree to which your
experiments will be informed by precision
and science will depend on your appetite
for crunching the numbers, conducting
research, and perhaps your technological
savvy (again: brewing software).
Whatever your inclination, make sure
to take lots of notes and adjust only one
element of your recipe at a time. That way,
I guarantee that your beer will improve
and you’ll get to have that peculiar sense
of satisfaction that comes from handing
someone a beer that you conceptualised,
formulated, and brewed 100% from
scratch.
On Tap
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-it-yourself:
Stellies Hoenderhok Bock
6.5% ABV
Stellenbosch Brewing Company’s Hoenderhok Bock won the overall
prize in the 2017 South African National Beer Trophy. Here, the
Stellies team shares the recipe so you can try to replicate the awardwinning brew at home.

Nuts & Bolts
Batch size: 20 litres

Mash ingredients

Mash: Multi-step infusion mash

Pale Malt 3.5kg (50%)
Wheat Malt 1.4 kg (20%)
Ruby Malt 1.1 kg (16%)
Munich 0.7 kg (10%)
Crystal Malt (150) 0.25 kg (4%)
Oat Malt 0.10kg (1%)

Boil time: 90 minutes
Efficiency: 70%
Target OG: 1060
Target IBUS: 25-30
Ferment: Below 15°C preferably 11-13°C,
10-14 days.
Condition: 4 weeks at -2°C if possible

The Monster Mash
This recipe is not for beginners thanks to
the multi-step infusion mash:

•

Mash in with wheat and specialty malts
with half the mash water at 40°C for a
beta-glucan rest, hold for 10 mins.

•

Slowly raise temp to 58-60°C, add
the pale malt and hold at 58°C for 10
mins.

•
•
•

Raise to 64°C and hold for 20mins.

Boil ingredients

Galena 14g (15.7%) for 60 mins
Cascade 15g (6.5%) 10 mins
Irish moss optional

Ferment ingredients

Fermentis Saflager 34/70 works well
with this bottom-fermenting style beer
with its hefty ABV

Brewing tips
• Remember to allow fermentation
•

Raise to 68°C and hold for 10 mins.
Raise to 78°C; mash out.

Alternatively you could opt for a single
infusion mash: 68°C for 60mins; raise to
78°C and mash out.

•

temperature to rise at end of
fermentation to ~18°C for a
diacetyl rest.
Optional decoction: Remove two
thirds of wort and grain and raise
the temperature of the remaining
third for a simple decoction. Bring
the remaining mash to boil for
10 minutes.
Circulate wort on the grain for
five mins (Vorlauf step) to clarify
the wort before transferring to the
kettle.

Competition
Once you’ve brewed and conditioned your Hoenderhok Bock clone, take a couple
of cold ones to the brewery at Klein Joostenberg farm to share with owner/brewer
Bruce Collins. The best Hoenderhok homebrewer gets to brew the real thing at
Stellenbosch Brewing Co and will take home a full keg of this much-loved brew.
Remember to take lots of pics during the brew and tag them on social media:
@stelliesbeer #followthesquirrel @ontapmagza

WEYERMANN SPECIALTY MALTS
®

Brennerstrasse 17-19 · 96052 Bamberg - Germany · www.weyermannmalt.com

OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN AFRICA:
bevPLUS (PTY) ltd. and Dematech (PTY) ltd.
13 Michigan Street · Airport Industria · 7490 · Cape Town · South Africa
Phone bevPLUS: + 27 - (021) - 820 9500 · e-mail: info@bevplus.com
Phone Dematech: + 27 - (021) - 385 0483 · e-mail: info@dematechsa.com
www.bevplus.com

HOMEBREWERS DIARY
December
7th

Worthogs Copperlake Chapter meeting, Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres, 6.30pm.
Sensory training on off-flavours plus guest speaker (to be confirmed). Members R120, non-members R150. Specials
for members bringing first-time visitors.

9th

Hartbeespoort Brewers.
Christmas in July RIS brewday. For more details see the Facebook page.

13th

SouthYeasters, Afro Caribbean Brewing Co., Cape Town, 6.30pm
It’s our Christmas bash! Details to be confirmed but there will be gifts. Bring a friend and sample the latest ACBC
brews.

January
13th

Hartbeespoort Brewers, Lazy Lizard Brew House.
‘Kitchen sink’ brewday. Bring your leftover ingredients for a club brew as well an individual recipe formulation
challenge.

17th

Helderberg Homebrewers
Meeting details to be confirmed – check the Facebook page for updates.

26th

Wort Hogs East, Werner’s Bistro, Bedfordview.
League tasting and guest speaker – to be confirmed. Members R140, non-members R160 incl dinner and a pint.

February
8th

Worthogs Copperlake Chapter, Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres, 6.30pm.
Guest speaker to be confirmed. R120 for members, R150 for non-members. Specials for members bringing first-time
visitors.

10th

Hartbeespoort Brewers, Ale House.
Guest talks on starting a brewery with Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela and the challenges of running a long-term brewery
with Dirk van Tonder. Members R150, non-members R180.

15th

Southyeasters, Banana Jam Café, Kenilworth, Cape Town, 6.30pm.
This month we’re moving the meeting to Thursday so as not to get in the way of Valentine’s Day romancing…

For more info
Durban Home Brewers
facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers

Helberberg Brewers
facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew

East Coast Brewers (KZN)
facebook.com/groups/eastcoastbrewers

SouthYeasters (Cape Town)
southyeasters.co.za

Eden Brewers(Garden Route)
facebook.com/edenbrewers

Wort Hogs(Gauteng/North West)
worthogbrewers.co.za

Hartbeespoort Brewers
facebook.com/groups/hartbeespoortbrewers

Yeastern Cape Brew Club
facebook.com/yeasterncape
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BREWING SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC HERMS BREWERIES
71, 95, 130, 165, 260 L
DURABLE. RELIABLE. DEPENDABLE.
FROM R53,999

.

For serious home brewers, start-up breweries,
small restaurants & pubs
. Top quality SS components and vessels
. PID temp control & 2 mag drive pumps
for consistency, flexibility & ease of use
. Email for system pricing and info
. Check www.brupro.co.za for details
INCLUDES:

165 Litre
ADVANTAGES OF HERMS

Quicker, Easier Brewing - Clearer Wort - Greater Efficiency Precision Temp Control - Easy Step Mashing - Repeatability

www.brupro.co.za

SS head mag drive
pumps

15m counter flow
chiller

email : sean@ahadesign.co.za

HOPSTEINER QUALITY

THE PROOF IS IN THE POUR™
WWW.HOPSTEINER.COM

Our Distributors in Africa

B E V E R A G E

I N N O VAT I O N S

bevPlus Pyt.Ltd. and Dematech Pyt.Ltd.
13 Michigan Street | Airport Industria
7490 | Cape Town | South Africa
Phone bevPlus: + 27 - (021) - 820 9500
e-mail: info@bevplus.com
Phone Dematech: + 27 - (021) - 385 0483
e-mail: info@dematechsa.com
www.bevplus.com

SS hop stopper

Reusing yeast
A basic guide for homebrewers
Think reusing yeast is just for the pros? Avid homebrewer and regular
On Tap contributor Thandi Guilherme gives some tips on safely
cropping and storing your yeast.

W

hile on a tour in one of Jo’burg’s
most impressive breweries, Mad
Giant, one sentence uttered
by brewer/owner Eben Uys stuck with me
above all others: “If you think hops are
expensive, you should see the cost of yeast”.
That got me thinking. Every brewday I
pitch one or two packs of dry/liquid yeast
and after kegging, I just throw the stuff
into the plants. I’ve read a bit and listened
to talks about yeast reuse and care, but it
always seemed like too much work, or too
risky. I avoided doing it, until now…
I chatted to a few friends and watched more
tutorials than one homebrewer should ever
be subjected to, but I did it - I harvested
yeast for reuse and it wasn’t as difficult as I
thought.
There are a few ways that you can do this,
ranging from simple to complex. Some
methods require you to harvest your yeast
during fermentation, others recommend
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you go through a process of “washing”
your yeast. These intimidated me a bit, so I
focused on beginner methods. Here are the
two easiest that I found:

Reusing your yeast straight away
This is the simplest method by far, but it
only really works if you plan your brews
so that you’re racking off into a secondary
fermenter or a keg on the same day as
brewing another beer. It works best if you’re
making a beer that will use the same yeast.
If you’re kegging your Pale Ale on the same
day as brewing an IPA, this method could
be for you.
Just cool your wort straight into the
fermenter on top of your yeast cake and
agitate it a bit. This works better if you have
a carboy, it’s not great if you use a bucket
unless you can keep the lid closed and
sterile while you’re “re-pitching.”

Harvesting for future use
This is the method I chose to try out.
After racking off your beer to a secondary
fermenter, keg or bottles, boil 1L of water
and let it cool to room temperature –
around 18-21°C. At the same time, clean
and sterilise three or four large jars. I boiled
water for 10 minutes, filled them and let
them sit with the water for 30 minutes.
Don’t forget the lids! You could also use
sanitiser, but make sure it’s not bleachbased. Dilute your sanitiser in a clean
bucket or sink, and soak your jars in it
according to the instructions. Cleanliness
and sterilisation are imperative here.
Mix the cooled water into the yeast
cake and swirl it to get everything into
suspension again. Immediately decant the
mixture into your jars. I easily filled three
680g jars, and could have done a fourth.
Seal them and put them in the fridge
overnight.
The next day, the contents should separate
out into three layers: the darker, clearer,
beer-water, a cloudy, creamy yeast mixture
and a murky layer of dead yeast cells and
hop residue, AKA trub. Pour off the water
mix and consolidate the yeast suspension
into one newly sanitised jar, discarding the
trub. Seal it and let it settle in the fridge.
You can now use that entire jar of slurry for

your next brew. On brew day let the yeast come up to room
temperate and simply pitch it straight in to your aerated
wort. Try to use the yeast as soon as you can – the viability
of the yeast (the amount of live yeast cells) will decrease with
time.

WORLD CLASS
CANNING & BOTTLING SYSTEMS

Patented
seaming & filling
technology

Intuitive
touchscreen HMI

Harvested yeast ready for the fridge

There is a bit of debate about the best way to seal the jars.
Some cover the rim with sterilised foil and an elastic band, to
allow any CO2 to escape, others just seal with a lid. Some do
both; foil for the first few days of storage and then a sterilised
lid. It seems to depend on how soon you’re going to be using
the yeast. If you’re using it within a week, the lid should be
fine. For a longer waiting time, try the foil-then-lid method.

Reliable volumetric
flowmeters

Tips & Tricks
There are a few things to remember when reusing your
yeast:
1. Sterilise everything well. You can ruin your next batch
entirely if you don’t do this well.
2. If your yeast cake has come off of an infected beer,
don’t reuse it. If you’re not sure whether the beer is
infected or has any off-flavours yet, store the yeast but
don’t use it until you’re sure.

Controlled
counter-pressure
filling
Easy pre-fill
sanitation

Versatile label
application

3. Instead of storing it in sterile water, you could leave
some of your previous brew in the bucket/carboy,
swirl it and decant it into your jars. The benefit of that
method is that the alcohol remains as a preservative.
4. Move from lower ABV to higher; so from a pale ale to an
IPA, or stout to imperial stout. The yeast has multiplied
while fermenting the beer and will work very well with
a high ABV beer.
5. It also helps to reuse from light to dark. Despite the
ABV, try not to reuse yeast from a darker into a paler
beer since it could affect the colour of the final beer.

• Canning & bottling solutions for premium craft beverages
• Shortest manufacturing lead time in class
• Compact & custom built for virtually any can or bottle size
• Over 1,900 systems installed worldwide

6. You could reuse your yeast for as long as you want to,
but four to five generations is recommended.
7. If you have waited a while to use your yeast (over two
weeks) it is best to make a starter to rouse the yeast
and get it ready to work again.
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FEATURE
As Cape Town’s water situation becomes ever more
desperate, brewers are beginning to look at ways
they can further conserve water. Lucy Corne asks
local brewers to share their water-saving tips.

“I

feel guilty every time I brew.” This was the
response from one Western Cape brewer
when asked how he was coping with the everworsening water crisis. In case you live under a rock,
the Cape is suffering from a pretty frightening drought.
Restrictions in the greater Cape Town area have
gradually moved from level 2 through 3a, 3b and 4 and
we’re now at the fifth level. As far as I recall, there wasn’t
even a fifth level this time last year, but the crisis is so
bad, the powers that be have had to create whole new
stages of just how much trouble we’re in.

Save water, drink beer?
Until now, the restrictions have focused largely on
households and if there’s a Capetonian reading this
magazine that has cleaned their car in the past year, who
showers without a bucket to catch the drops or who
flushes the toilet for anything other than, well, let’s say
solid waste, I would be surprised (and mildly annoyed,
truth be told). But in the latest round of restrictions,
mention was made for the first time of reducing
water consumption in the commercial sector. The
municipality asked that commercial enterprises ensure
their water consumption is decreased by at least 20%
compared to the same time last year.
You know that old adage that it takes a lot of beer to
make a good wine? Well it takes even more water to
make a good beer. We’re not just talking about the water
that ends up in the final product. Water is used at every
stage of the process – to mash in, to sparge, to cool
and most importantly of all, to clean. Of course if you
want to be thorough, there is an even greater need for
water throughout the process – water to irrigate barley
and hops, water used to produce bottles… Estimates
on how much water is used to produce a litre of beer
range from three to a whopping 155 litres, though the
latter includes absolutely everything – right down to the
assistant brewer flushing the loo and washing his hands
I think.
Chatting to local brewers, most weren’t aware of just
how much water they were using, but guestimated in
the range of 3-5 litres for every litre of beer produced.
When households are being asked to use no more than
87 litres of water per person, per day, a small brewpub
getting through 19,000 litres a month is a shocking
sounding number (this is a completely random figure
based on a 400L setup, brewing three times a week).
But of course, you don’t want to be without beer this
summer, and brewers can’t just stop earning a living, so
what can they do to reduce their water consumption –
and what are they doing already?
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Jan Schmidtborn, Zebonkey
Brewery

It’s not just about the brewing –
breweries should put water-wise
practices in place throughout the
premises. Customers probably won’t
want to “let it mellow”, but placing
a brick or two in the cistern can
considerably cut down on water used
for flushing. Swap the soap for hand
sanitiser in the bathrooms, ensure
you’re constantly checking for leaks
and of course, if the brewery is lucky
enough to have a garden be sure it’s a
water-wise one.

“We will measure our water consumption
closely: our aim is to double production from
last summer but using the same quantity
of water. We’re crossing fingers that we can
achieve that goal and we’re hoping for more
rain. We are now collecting all the extra
cooling water – except for our glycol closed
cooling system – to use for cleaning (with
caustic) and watering our plants around the
brewery, in particular the hops. Furthermore,
we ripped out all plants around our building
which tend to be high water consumers except the hops, of course.”

How can you help?

Dewald Goosen,
Tuk Tuk Microbrewery

Nick Bush, Drifter Brewing
Co.
“We choose a cleaning chemical
that requires a lot less rinsing than
conventional caustic cleaner. During
our CIP (cleaning in place), we
recapture all our CIP water into the
trolley to reuse over and over. Our
heat exchanger uses filtered water to
cool wort, then we capture this filtered
water used for cooling in our next
brew. Currently we use running water
to cool our wort down for a reading
(about one minute), and we are going
to try using ice instead to cool the
wort down faster.”

“Our wort cooling process is done
in two stages. First, the temperature
is dropped by water (from the cold
liquor tank) which is routed to fill our
hot liquor tank which is then used for
the next brew. The second stage is of
the cooling is from our cooling bank
that runs in a closed circuit and does
not require additional water. Every
brewery and brewer should strive
towards reducing total water used
per litre of finished beer. Regardless
of water restrictions, this will ensure
better production practice and save
money at the end of the day. Even if a
brewery is in an area with an
abundance of
water it should still
remain a priority.
Don’t just consider
the next season,
consider the
next generation.”

It’s not all down to the brewer – as a
consumer, there are some things you
can do to help the cause. First of all,
ask questions. Email/call/tweet at or
pop into your local brewery and ask
them what they’re doing to cut down
water usage. Recycle: it also takes a
lot of water to produce a bottle, so
try to reuse it. The best way is to seek
out a homebrewer that will refill the
bottle, rather than simply sending it to
the recycling plant. And get yourself
a growler – the greenest way to bring
your beer home.
And if you’re really serious about
your overall water use, you could cut
down on your beer consumption just
a touch. Swap out every other beer for
a glass of plain old H20. Your head
will thank you for it just as much as
Mother Earth will!
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Stefan Wiswedel, Little Wolf Brewery

“In terms of water saving, I have always been
fairly conscious. There is often relatively clean
water around the brewery – water used for
rinsing or sanitising – that I use for flushing the
toilet, watering plants and cleaning floors and
windows. I also currently collect all cooling water
from the heat exchanger into a holding tank and
then use this water – connected to my pressure
sprayer – to clean the brewhouse and floors after
brewing. There is usually some left afterwards,
which I continue to use for cleaning/toilets etc.
during the week. I usually brew once or twice a week and the amount of water I collect
from cooling is usually enough for cleaning the brewery after brewday and then for
general use over the next day or two. I am currently developing a system where I will
recirculate the cooling water from one IBC tote (1000-litre flow bin) through a cooling
heat exchanger in a glycol tank in my cold room, through the heat exchanger on the
brewhouse and then into a second IBC tote. This would mean that all water for cooling
is saved and re-used.”

Rainy day beer
In a bid to remind people just how dire the situation is in Cape Town, the team
at Afro Caribbean Brewing Company is planning to brew a small batch of ale
exclusively using rain water – for cleaning, cooling and indeed for the brewing
liquor. Keep an eye on their social media accounts for the launch of the brew,
happening whenever Cape Town actually gets some rain…
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Phil Crowson of
the Brewers’ Co-op

“We commissioned a 500-litre water
tank for cooling the wort. We now
recycle 80% of the water that is used
during the cooling cycle. The other
20% (used to drop the first 20–30°C)
is used for washing the kettles. We
have also just had a new cooling system
installed for the cold room. This has
the capacity to cool a glycol line which
we hope to use in a second 500 litre
tank which will enable us to recycle all
of the water used for cooling (running
the water between the two tanks).”

FEATURE

Sipping
at the
waterhole
Some South African microbreweries
overlook mountains, dams or
wine estates; most boast a view
of the car park or their industrial
estate neighbours. At Arlington
Brewery though, you might just
catch a glimpse of the Big Five.
Sophie Baker heads off in search of
elephants and ale.

D

inokeng Game Reserve has its fair
share of surprises, but Arlington
Brewery and Cidery has to be

one of the best ones. You would expect the
interior of a place like this to be all thatch
and dark wood, but David ditched the
traditional bush lodge look and opted for
something far more industrial and modern,
with sleek tables and benches made of wood
and steel, chrome accents everywhere, and a
cool little vintage VW beetle serving as the
pizza oven. Not wanting to miss any game
viewing opportunities, I took a seat at one
of the benches outside and ordered my first
Arlington craft brew and a pizza fresh from
the Beetle, then sat back waiting for the
elephants to appear. I’d just missed them at

the watering hole on my last game drive,
and I was hoping they might take a trip to a
watering hole of a different type during the
course of the afternoon.
Arlington is a largely unknown
microbrewery situated inside the Dinokeng
Game Reserve in Gauteng. The reserve is
home to the free-roaming Big Five, and
Arlington is by no means out of bounds for
the game. For customers, that means there’s
no more need to sip your beer from your
chalet as you desperately peer through your
binoculars, hoping to spot a lion in the
distance.
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The aim is to give you a truly unique
experience both for beer lovers and safari
lovers, by fusing the two and creating
unforgettable memories for everyone who
visits. Arlington’s owner David Hutchinson,
originally from the Eastern Cape, decided
to combine his passion for wildlife and
farm living with his other great love: beer.
“I just wanted to make beer and open a
brewery,” he says. “I went to Margaret
River in Australia and they have a couple of
bush breweries. When I came to Gauteng
and started living in a big city I missed the
space.” David realised his land would be the
perfect spot for a brewery. “We want to give
people something unique, let them have
an experience they won’t forget. We think
having the brewery here adds value to the
reserve and it’s something really local and
South African.”

Emile says “it’s been a learning curve.
We’re getting there but because we’re new
at it the beers aren’t consistent yet and we
can’t bottle beers and sell them until we
know each bottle will be the same. I’m very
positive that the next batches will come
out very, very well.”

Above: Apprentice brewer Prince with head brewer Emile
Along with his business partner Emile
Above right: Arlington’s interior is airy and modern

Rademan, who is in charge of perfecting the
brew, these two brewing newbies decided
to jump into the game headfirst. They had

played around with some homebrewing
previously but the idea of opening their
own brewery wasn’t something that either
of them had considered until recently.
“After I saw the costs of importing the
equipment from China, I realised I
was seriously committed!” David jokes.
Arlington uses only local hops and
currently serves pilsner, IPA, stout, red
ale and lager. A range of ciders is also
in the works – at the moment they’re
experimenting with raspberry cider and
plan to serve it once they’ve got the beers
down to a tee. Although they have the
capacity to brew 3000 litres per week,
Arlington is still small scale and currently
selling around 10-12 kegs a week.
It hasn’t been plain sailing and David
admits there have been issues with the
cooling system, the yeast and fermentation
process, the airlock – pretty much
everything you could imagine! They do
have a bottling plant and would like to
bottle their beers by next year, but as
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When your brewery is in a Big Five
reserve, it’s as much about the animals and
the vibe as it is about the beer. So what
wildlife can you see if you’re planning on
stopping by Arlington for a drink or three?
The brewery is on a common elephant
footpath within the 18,000-hectare game
reserve, so elephants are one of the more
common sightings from the oak-topped
outdoor tables (all handmade by a local
NGO, nogal). Rhinos are in the area
pretty often as well, and the staff all say
that they get some serious game viewing
in just hanging around the brewery. Head
barman and brewing apprentice Prince says
that giraffes are common sighting. And
lions? Rarely, they say – but David shares a
tale from early September, when an entire
pride walked right past the fence while
customers held their collective breath. The
brewery itself is on the self-drive route
through Dinokeng, so it serves as an ideal
place to end the day after a leisurely drive
through the reserve spotting game.
Unfortunately for me, there were no
elephants to be spotted during my visit.
Clearly, the choice of watering holes for
the elephants at Dinokeng is enough to
keep visitors guessing. As far as bush beers
go though, Arlington certainly managed
to deliver. There were no Big Five guests
that day, but the pizza and beer sure beat
anything that I could have conjured up
from the stoep of my chalet. I went for the
elephants, sure - but I stayed for the food,
the vibe and Prince’s on-tap stout.

Planning
a visit
You can reach the brewery through the
self-drive route at Dinokeng Game
Reserve (dinokengreserve.co.za),
which is on De Wagendrift Road.
If you don’t plan on driving around and
don’t want to pay for the self-drive
permit (R250 per vehicle), continue
past the self-drive gate and the next
gate on your right will allow you free
entry into Arlington.
You can get there in most vehicles,
but a high-clearance vehicle is
recommended as it is a gravel road.
Arlington Brewery and Cidery
(arlingtonbeer.co.za) is open
Monday-Friday 11am-8pm, Saturday 11am9pm, Sunday 11am-2pm.

PTA
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BEER MEETS FOOD

Recipe:

Beer Country’s
Unicorn Wings
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Greg Gillowey and Karl Tessendorf
of beer-and-braai-themed TV show
Beer Country

S

omewhere along the line these wings
became known as Unicorn Wings and
it stuck, we guess because they are too
damn tasty to be chicken. They’ve become
our signature wing and as you would
expect, they’re a little over the top. They’re
simple, tasty and yes blue cheese sounds
like a strange dipping sauce but don’t knock
it until you’ve ridden the Unicorn…
Serves: 4-6

any juices in the roasting pan. Your wings
are now ready to braai.
While the wings are in the oven, in a small
saucepan over medium heat, add all the
ingredients for the marinade. Whisk to
combine as it heats up. Once it’s all silky
and lekker give it a taste. If it needs more
heat, then add more hot sauce. If you think
it’s a little too thick then add a splash of
beer to thin it out.
In a separate bowl, crumble the blue cheese
then add the cream. Blitz it with a hand

blender until it’s smooth. Stir in the lemon
juice, chives and spring onions then season
to taste.
Give your par-cooked wings a layer of
marinade and pop them on the braai over
medium heat coals. Braai for roughly 10
minutes and baste with every turn. The
idea is to build up a caramelised crust
of marinade. Pop the wings into your
braai bak and toss them in any remaining
marinade. Give them a final shake of Karoo
Dust then serve with the blue cheese sauce
and a fresh bottle of amber ale.

Preparation time: 45 minutes
Cooking time: 10 minutes

Ingredients
The Wings
16 free-range chicken wings, tips trimmed
Karoo Dust or your favourite braai spice
Olive oil for drizzling

The Marinade
5 tbsp smooth peanut butter
5 tbsp smooth apricot jam
3 tbsp Sriracha sauce
100ml lager or amber ale
2 limes cut into wedges
Sea salt and freshly ground pepper

The Blue Cheese Sauce
100g strong blue cheese
250ml fresh cream
2 spring onions, chopped
A handful of chives, chopped
A squeeze of lemon
Sea salt and freshly ground pepper

Method
Set your oven to 180°C and prep the wings
while it heats up. Using a chef ’s knife or a
pair of kitchen scissors, carefully trim off
the wing tip at the V of the joint. Wing tips
don’t really get eaten and they just get stuck
in the grill, so it’s just easier to lose them.
Season the wings liberally with Karoo Dust
or braai spice and drizzle with olive oil.
Roast the wings in the oven for 15 minutes
to par-cook. Remove from the oven and
baste the wings with some marinade and

Restaurant
review:
Café Zest
Lucy Corne

49 Schroder St, Upington,
Northern Cape; 054 332
1413; facebook.com/
cafezestupington.
Average meal per person
R110 – 220.
I am a vocal fan of the Northern Cape. I
love the vast skies, the empty landscape and
the oft-seen sign welcoming you to “Red
Meat Country”. But after a while, all that
red meat – or at least the same red meat
served in the same way, menu after menu,
gets a little boring. So what a treat to find
Upington’s Café Zest, a vibrant, al fresco
restaurant on the town’s main road.
Café Zest’s menu naturally has plenty of red
meat, including lamb (of course) and some
pretty delectable steaks, but there are also
plenty of light options. There’s a smattering
of seafood, a few pasta dishes and sublimesounding chicken option with café au lait
sauce. But after a couple of weeks of lamb,
lamb and some more lamb (my choice of
course – I do love lamb), I decided to opt

for one of the inventive salads. Ingredients
are pleasingly crisp, fresh and a step above
the average Northern Cape salad. Not a
leaf of iceberg lettuce to be found and no
tomatoes sliced into wedges, topped with a
ring of raw onion.
Moving on to dessert, I have to admit I was
a little disappointed. The crème brûlée was
perfectly acceptable, but the bar had been
set high in terms of both inventiveness and
quality, and the dessert could have been
served at any small-town restaurant in
South Africa.
Beer-wise, there’s plenty of SAB on the
menu, but Café Zest is also one of the only
places that serves draught beer from local
microbrewery, Kalahari Craft. There’s the
Gemsbok Lager, the Puffadder Weiss and
the Meerkat IPA, not a bad approximation
although more akin to an amber ale than
an IPA. You’ll also find a good selection of
South African gin and, according to a few
of the locals, the best coffee in Upington.
And I would add that you’ll also find the
best food in Upington and indeed, some of
the best to be found anywhere in Red Meat
On Tap
Country…
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cold. You often hear people say that “there
is nothing better than a cold beer”, but I
would go a step further and say that there
is nothing better than a cold beer in the
desert. But how do you keep your beers
cold when the nearest fridge lies hours away
at the end of a gravel road?

TRAVEL

Beer

Beer
W

hether you’re a camper or a
glamper, there’s no doubting
that canvas, fire and starry skies
are perfect pairings for a cold beer. So this
summer, grab a cooler box full of your
favourites and set off to experience the vast
skies of Southern Africa.

Bush camping
Murray Slater

I

f you truly want to experience the
bush you need to immerse yourself in
it. There is something spiritual about
camping, shedding away the complexity of
life, divorcing your brain from unearthly
patterns of technology and being at peace
away from the humdrum of humans with
long lenses and the screeches of “Oh my
god! It’s an IMPALA!!!” often heard in less
remote parts of Africa.
There is perhaps no better place to
experience what our great earth has to
offer than in the land of our northern
neighbours, so I set off for Namibia with a
rooftop tent, a spade, a couple of cast iron
pots, a muslin cloth, a fire extinguisher and
a cooler box of beer. I went to seek out two
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Well ice would be plan A, however as you
reach your second afternoon in the heatsoaked desert your beers will be swimming
in water better suited for steeping tea than
cooling beer. Perhaps the most effective
way to bring a hot can of beer down to
temperature is also the most spectacular:
using a C02 fire extinguisher and spraying
directly into your cooler box. It does the
trick in seconds, but be sure to have a spare
for an actual fire otherwise you might end
up using your beer to put out an unplanned
blaze.
of the truly great pleasures in life, firecooking and beer-sipping under the great
African skies.
My destination, Spitzkoppe, where grand
granite boulders protruding from the stark
desert have provided shelter for animals
and humans alike for 12,000 years. Indeed,
this is where scenes from the prehistoric
action movie 10,000BC were filmed. My
mission: to experience these ancient lands
with one of the world’s oldest – and greatest
– beverages.
Beer is the perfect companion to this
environment as beer itself harnesses the
best nature has to offer. Beer in its natural
form – out of the hands of the bearded,
tight-jeaned hipster – is unpretentious and
falls into the category of “the finer things in
life” just like my view from the top of the
ancient granite perch.
The real challenge when camping is not the
lack of running water or ablutions, nor the
preservation of your food source but rather
how to keep your favourite companion

Setting up camp at Spitzkoppe

Sinking beer into the campsite stream is
not an option here and I have had limited
success with this in the past. I have yet
to try burying beer underground but the
logic and science is sound. A tried-andtested method is to soak a muslin cloth and
fashion it into a bag, cans of beer within.
Hang from a tree and let the gentle breeze
cool down your beers via condensation and
heat transfer. But whatever beer you decide
to drink and however you choose to keep
it cold, just make sure you do stock up on
beer, because camping without beer is not
camping at all – it’s squatting.

Cans for camping
Here are four reasons why, when it comes
to beer and camping, cans rule supreme:

•

They pack into the cooler box more
tightly than bottles, thus extending your
capacity.

•

Cans are always fresher than bottles
and keep their flavour integrity longer
due to not being tarnished by UV light
– a major problem in sunny southern
Africa.

•

A thin metal exterior is much easier to
cool down than a thick layer of heatabsorbing glass.

•

You can crush them, which saves you
space as of course, you’ll be taking your
rubbish home with you.

Glamping
Lucy Corne

C

amping has never quite been my
thing. Don’t get me wrong – I
love cooking over coals, sitting
outside until the last embers turn grey while
sipping a perfectly chilled beer. And I’m the
biggest stargazing fan you’ll meet this year.
But what I love even more than toasted
marshmallows and warming stouts and
vast skies is an en suite bathroom. So when
“glamping” (that’s glamorous camping, in
case you weren’t sure) became a thing – well
– I was, for once, a very happy camper.
For me it’s a “cake-and-eat-it” scenario and
not just because of the loo thing. From a
beer perspective, glamping is perfect – you
always have a fridge, there will be nice
clean glasses to drink from and yet you
still get to enjoy the stillness and beauty of
sipping your brew in the great outdoors.
So I grabbed my cooler of beer, my family
and my glamping tiara and headed for
Africamps at Pat Busch near Robertson.
Africamps operate five camps around the
country, all in the kind of places that make
you want to transfer your provisions from
cooler box to fridge, settle on the terrace
and sip beer all afternoon. We were tempted
to do just that, but decided we would do
something to earn that first holiday beer.
When you’re glamping, there’s no need for

Africamps at Pat Busch is an easy drive from
Cape Town
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These balconies were made for sipping beer on
pitching a tent, setting up camp, collecting
wood or attempting to light a fire, boy
scout-style when you realise you forgot
the firelighters and the nearest Blitz-selling
shop is 150km away. So instead you have
to spend time on other outdoor activities to
help work up a proper thirst. At Pat Busch
you can take a canoe out on the dam, go for
a hike in the mountains, take a dip in the
pool, fish for bass or rent mountain bikes to
explore the Langeberg.
We wandered the footpaths and explored
the dam just long enough to make sure we
wouldn’t feel guilty about all the food we
were about to consume. Glamping opens
culinary doors that bush camping doesn’t,
thanks to kitchens featuring almost as many
knickknacks as the average wedding list.
Rather than the usual meat, garlic bread
and mielie braai that we tend to favour
when camping, we tried out a chargrilled
chicken and bacon pasta with cream
and blue cheese and a not-so-successful
chocolate and banana roti for dessert, all
paired, of course, with a selection of beers
we’d brought along for the ride.
After a fine night’s sleep in a comfy bed,
our breakfast picnic hamper arrived – a
perfect touch offered at all of Africamps’
glampsites. The DIY basket features eggs
and bacon, freshly ground coffee, fruit,
muesli, yoghurt and orange juice. If only
we had thought to leave a zesty witbier in
the fridge, the glorious, crisp, blue-skied
morning would have been absolutely
perfect.
On Tap

Breakfast hampers are delivered to your
tent at Africamps

Need to know
Africamps at Pat Busch
africamps.com;
Tel: 063 170 4222
High season rates: R745 per person
R100 per child

Connecting Global Competence

food & drink technology
Africa 2018

food and drink technology Africa is the
premier platform for the Southern African
food, beverage, and packaging industries.
The established event serves as a trade fair, topselling market place and future-oriented knowledge center.

Shaping the future
powered by Messe München drinktec

Contact
info@mm-sa.com

Seen @ drinktec
Munich
11 - 15 September
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Seen @ Thousand Sensations Craft Beer & Food Festival 2017

Wilderness Hotel, 15 - 16 September 2017
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PUB QUIZ
To celebrate the end of the year,
this issue the quiz is taking a look
back at 2017…have you been
paying attention?
1. This year Devil’s Peak released the first beer in their
Collaboration Series. What was it and with which
brewery did they collaborate?
2. Earlier this year, the Brewers Association launched a
logo to denote independent brewers – what does the
logo look like?
3. In 2017, Heineken bought two South African
microbreweries – name them.
4. Which brewery won the top spot at this year’s
National Beer Trophy?
5. Name a South African brewery that closed in 2017…
6. …and one that opened.
7. Which was “the third hop” in this year’s Duvel Tripel
Hop?
8. In March there was controversy in the States regarding
a South African beer ingredient – was it malt, hops,
yeast or water?
9. South African National Beer Day launched in 2017 –
when is it held?
10. What was your favourite On Tap article of 2017?

For the answers go to www.ontapmag.co.za
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SafAle
HA-18

™

THE OBVIOUS CHOICE FOR
FERMENTATION OF VERY HIGH
GRAVITY BEERS

This new product is a blend of active dry yeast and enzymes. It is part of our yeast
portfolio designs for beer production. SafAle™ HA-18 is recommended for the fermentation of
particularly high gravity worts and the production of attenuated beers with high ABV degrees,
such as « Barley Wines ». The yeast strain in this product is able to reach 18% alc. (v/v), with a very
good resistance to the osmotic pressure and high fermentation temperatures. Enjoy!

www.fermentis.com

A LOCALLY-DEVELOPED BREWING SOLUTION
aimed at entry-level craft breweries and pub-breweries

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

350lt S/S 304 Lauter tun with a removable slotted false bottom plate
& a side mounted door

350lt S/S 304 Mash tun & kettle with electrical steam heating jacket,
HMI & PLC heat control
Mash tun with a 0.55kW bottom mounted fix speed mixer @ ±69rpm
Delta 4.3” HMI with door mount bracket to control mash tun & kettle
steam heated jacket temperature

Fix speed rake mixer @ ±12rpm
0.55kW transfer pumps with pipe manifolds & sight glasses
(two manifolds with three sight glasses)
All valves are Krones Evogaurd
Skid Mounted with integrated central drain (optional)

Contact us today for a meeting or quotation
Dematech is a turn-key solution provider to the craft beer industry offering everything
from brewing equipment to bottling lines and procurement services.

Dematech (Pty) Ltd
13 Michigan Street, Airport Industria, Cape Town 7490, South Africa.
T: +27 21 385 0483 | F: +27 86 719 2632 | E: info@dematechsa.com
www.dematechsa.com

